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As part of its sexual development, the ciliate Tetrahymena thermophila establishes a
differentiated somatic genome called the macronucleus. A key aspect of this differentiation is the
genome-wide removal of transposon-like and other repetitive elements. This process, referred to
DNA rearrangement, involves RNAi-directed formation of subnuclear heterochromatic foci.
Many of the factors necessary to direct the DNA rearrangement machinery to proper loci have
been discovered, but less is known about how these subnuclear heterochromatic foci are formed.
My thesis work focuses on identification and investigation of factors important for the formation
of these subnuclear structures which are referred to as DNA elimination foci. Lia4, a
chromoshadow domain protein, is required for DNA rearrangement and formation of DNA
elimination foci indicating a crucial role in organizing the developing macronucleus and de novo
formation of higher order heterochromatin (Chapter 2). Hpl1, Hpl2, and Hpl4 are components of
DNA elimination foci suggesting they have a role in macronuclear differentiation (Chapter 3).
Hpl2 is essential for production of viable progeny, yet dispensable for DNA rearrangement
vi

indicating that components of DNA elimination foci are involved in other critical process during
macronuclear differentiation (Chapter 4).
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1

i.
Heterochromatin vs. Euchromatin: Functional Partitioning of the Genome

The large genome possessed by eukaryotes creates a unique challenge that must be overcome by
the cell: how to package this DNA into the relatively small space of the nucleus while
facilitating the key functions of the genome, gene expression and genetic propagation. For
example, if all the chromosomes found in a typical human cell were laid out end to end, they
would total roughly three meters in length (Campbell, Mitchell, & Reece, 2000). The average
diameter of a mammalian nucleus is roughly six microns (Alberts et al., 2002), indicating that its
DNA must be compacted ~500,000 fold to allow it to fit inside the nucleus. At the most basic
level, the cell achieves this compaction by wrapping its DNA around histones to create
nucleosomes. Nucleosomes consist of ~150 bp of DNA wrapped an octamer of histones and are
the most basic unit of chromatin, the mix of DNA and proteins found in the nucleus of
eukaryotic cell. Establishment of chromatin not only condenses the genome, but allows for
differential compaction of sequences throughout the genome affecting the accessibility of these
sequences to proteins important for transcriptional regulation, homologous recombination, and
other processes (Peterson & Almouzni, 2013; Zentner & Henikoff, 2013).

Historically, chromatin has been classified into two basic types based on their appearance in the
nucleus during interphase. The more diffuse and lightly stained form is called euchromatin,
while the denser and darker stained portion is called heterochromatin. The major functional
difference between these chromatin states is their accessibility as the dense nature of
2

heterochromatin prevents access to the cellular machinery and inhibits processes such as
transcription and homologous recombination (Allis, Jenuwein, & Reinberg, 2007). However, this
is overly simplistic and the mechanisms and processes ensuring the inhibitory nature of
heterochromatin are considerably more complex. Efforts aimed at understanding the
establishment and maintenance of heterochromatin seek to uncover how this higher-ordered
chromatin structure is refractory to a variety of nuclear processes.

While euchromatin and heterochromatin have traditionally been defined by their degree of
staining in the nucleus, we now look for the presence of both associated non-histone proteins and
covalent modifications on the N-terminal tail of histones to identify a region as euchromatic or
heterochromatic. In fact, nine different chromatin states have been identified in the Drosophila
genome characterized by the presence or absence of associated proteins and chromatin marks
suggesting that characterizing a region as simply euchromatic or heterochromatic is an
oversimplification. For example, distinct classes of heterochromatin have been established.
Pericentric heterochromatin is characterized by high levels of Histone H3 Lysine 9 di- and
trimethylation (H3K9me2/3), Heterochromatin Protein 1 a (HP1a), and the histone lysine methyl
transferase Su(var)3-9. Regions of polycomb-mediated repression are characterized by high
levels of Histone H3 Lysine 27 trimethylation (H3K27me3). An additional chromatin state
characterized by H3K9me2/3, HP1a, and Su(Var)3-9 outside of pericentric regions has been
identified as well (Kharchenko et al., 2011). The existence of these multiple states of chromatin
suggest that the partitioning of the genome is quite complex.

3

Partitioning the genome into multiple states allows for differential gene expression and tight
control of biological processes. The function of differentiated eukaryotic cell depends on its gene
expression profile; a portion of its genes must be expressed while others must be repressed for
the cell to perform its intended biological function. The establishment of facultative
heterochromatin during the development of a eukaryotic cell helps to facilitate this repression
and ensure proper cellular function (Mikkelsen et al., 2007). Differences in recombination
efficiencies can be observed between euchromatic and heterochromatic loci as well. Euchromatic
loci are more conducive to homologous recombination enhancing the cell’s ability to repair
actively transcribed genes and allowing rapid recovery of cellular function in response to doublestrand breaks and other types of DNA damage. In contrast, the establishment of constitutively
heterochromatic loci helps to repress improper recombination that can occur (Dion & Gasser,
2013). Loci where constitutive heterochromatin is formed often contain repeat sequences that
serve as hot-spots for improper recombination in the genome (Goodarzi & Jeggo, 2012). This
improper recombination can cause chromosomal fusions that are detrimental to the cell, thus the
formation of constitutive heterochromatin is critical for maintenance of genome stability
(Chapman, Taylor, & Boulton, 2012).

The formation of constitutive heterochromatin helps to repress expression of mobile genetic
elements and their remnants, which comprise large portions of many eukaryotic genomes as
well. These elements, once mobilized, can randomly insert into the genome causing genomic
instability (Castañeda, Genzor, & Bortvin, 2011). In the case of humans, these elements
constitute roughly 50% of the genome suggesting that their repression is a major focus of the cell
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(Lander et al., 2001). However, the mechanisms by which constitutive heterochromatin is formed
de novo are poorly understood.

ii.
Heterochromatin Protein 1

While histones and modifications on their N-terminal tails help to determine chromatin structure,
non-histone chromatin proteins are also critical to establishing higher-order chromatin structure.
The discovery of an essential, non-histone component of constitutive heterochromatin,
Heterochromatin Protein 1 (HP1), has helped to provide understanding about how constitutive
heterochromatin is formed and maintained (Eissenberg et al., 1990; James & Elgin, 1986). HP1
contains two conserved domains important for its function: the chromodomain (CD) and the
chromoshadow domain (CSD) (Lomberk, Wallrath, & Urrutia, 2006). The HP1 CD binds to trimethyl modifications on the tail of histone H3 at lysine 9 (H3K9me3) with high affinity and
specificity (Peters et al., 2001). The HP1 CSD forms a conserved alpha helical structure that
serves as a dimerization interface (Thiru et al., 2004). With one domain attached to the chromatin
and the other domain serving as a dimerization interface, HP1 serves as a critical component in
the structure of constitutive heterochromatin (illustrated in Fig. 1).

5

HP1 is both recruited by and helps to recruit other proteins to heterochromatin. The dimerization
of HP1 CSDs creates an interface that will bind other proteins (Thiru et al., 2004). This
characteristic of HP1 allows it to coordinate and regulate various activities important for
spreading and maintaining heterochromatin (illustrated in Fig. 1). For example, HP1 interacts
with SUV39H1, a human homologue of Drosophila Su(var)3-9, and this interaction helps to
establish and propagate heterochromatin. Su(var)3-9 homologues are histone methyl transferases
responsible for deposition of the H3K9me3 mark (Melcher et al., 2000). Targeting of HP1 to a
locus not only requires the presence of the H3K9me3 mark, but interaction with SUV39H1 as
well. One model suggests that once recruited, HP1 recruits more SUV39H1 facilitating the
establishment of the H3K9me3 on neighboring nucleus and propagating the heterochromatic
region (Stewart, Li, & Wong, 2005).

The ability of HP1 to recruit effectors to heterochromatin is critical for its function. The CSD of
mammalian HP1α interacts with BRG1, a component of the SWI-SNF chromatin remodeling
complex. The activity of the SWI-SNF complex helps to open up the chromatin and facilitate
HP1α binding making its function critical for the propagation of heterochromatin (Nielsen et al.,
2002). HP1 also interacts with the globular domain of histone H3. The chromatin remodeling
activity of the SWI-SNF complex requires contact with the same domain and is inhibited by HP1
binding to the region. This provides a mechanism by which HP1 binding inhibits chromatin
remodeling and keeps heterochromatin condensed and unable to be accessed by cellular
machinery (Lavigne et al., 2009). Additionally, the binding of HP1 to histone H3 provides
another interaction that helps to keep the structure of heterochromatin condensed.

6

The association of HP1 with Chromatin Assembly Factor 1 (CAF-1) subunits helps to mediate
multiple important cellular processes. For example, like the SUV39H1/HP1 and BRG1/HP1
interactions, the CAF-1/HP1 interaction is critical for the establishment and maintenance of
heterochromatin in Drosophila (Huang et al., 2010). In mammals, when the CAF-1/HP1
interaction is disrupted, cells arrest in S phase of the cell cycle (Quivy, Gérard, Cook, Roche, &
Almouzni, 2008). This suggests that the interaction is important either for disrupting the high
level of compaction preventing replication of heterochromatic regions or the reestablishment of
these regions as heterochromatin after replication. CAF-1 also recruits HP1 to sites of DNA
damage. This interaction is required for the recruitment of proteins involved in DNA damage
response and repair such RAD51 and p53 binding protein 1 (53BP1). Cells lacking HP1α have
defects in homologous recombination-mediated repair, providing further evidence for a critical
role for an HP1 in DNA repair (Baldeyron, Soria, Roche, Cook, & Almouzni, 2011). HP1α has
been shown to interact with Ku70, a protein involved in non-homologous end joining, suggesting
additional roles in DNA repair processes as well (Song, Jung, Jung, & Lee, 2001).

Another HP1 interaction plays a role in the function of telomeres. HP1γ interacts with TIN2, a
central component in the shelterin complex important for maintenance of telomeric structure.
This interaction is important for sister telomere cohesion and telomere length maintenance.
Mutations that disrupt this interaction cause dyskeritosis congenital, a disease characterized by
improper telomere function, in human patients exemplifying the critical role this interaction
plays in telomere biology (Canudas et al., 2011). Depletion or mutation of HP1 in Drosophila
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causes aberrant chromosome association and telomeric fusions suggesting that the role of HP1 in
telomere biology is conserved (Fanti, Giovinazzo, Berloco, & Pimpinelli, 1998).

As evidenced by the various interactions discussed, HP1 is versatile protein. Post-translational
modification of HP1 can increase HP1 versatility and is associated with altered localization and
presumably function in some circumstances. For example, HP1γ phosphorylated at Ser83
localizes exclusively to euchromatin and serves as a marker for transcriptional elongation
(Lomberk, Bensi, Fernandez-Zapico, & Urrutia, 2006). Despite its canonical role in the
establishment and maintenance of heterochromatin, HP1 seems to have roles in euchromatin as
well. This provides another example of the versatile nature of HP1 homologues and attests to
their diversity of function.

iii.
RNAi-Directed Heterochromatin Formation

Another key interaction of HP1 is with the RNA interference (RNAi) machinery. For example,
Drosophila PIWI, a member of the argonaute family of proteins which bind small non-coding
RNAs, interacts with HP1a. When this interaction is disrupted, cells are unable to silence
transgenes embedded in heterochromatin (Brower-Toland et al., 2007). These results suggest a
link between the RNAi machinery and heterochromatin formation involving HP1 in Drosophila.
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However, this link is supported by studies from multiple organisms and seems to be conserved in
many eukaryotes.

The fission yeast Schizzosacharromyces pombe has served as an excellent model organism to
study the relationship between RNAi and heterochromatin formation. Like higher organisms, S.
pombe utilizes H3K9 methylation to mark regions of heterochromatin. But unlike higher
organisms, many of the factors required for the formation of heterochromatin and RNAi are not
redundant providing an opportunity to study their function through single knockouts (Volpe et
al., 2002). This characteristic has greatly aided the study of individual factors involved in these
processes. S. pombe establishes heterochromatin in the pericentric region of its centromeres
using this system. Like regions of heterochromatin found in higher eukaryotes, these regions are
repetitive, but unlike similar regions in higher eukaryotes they are amenable to insertion of
transgenes and other manipulations facilitating the study of heterochromatin (Clarke, 1997;
Steiner, Hahnenberger, & Clarke, 1993).

Many of the players and cellular activities involved in these two processes have been uncovered
through work in S. pombe. Establishment of centromeric heterochromatin depends on the RNAinduced Initiation of Transcriptional Silencing (RITS) complex (Verdel et al., 2004). This
complex contains three factors: Ago1, an argonaute protein; Chp1, an HP1-like protein; and
Tas3, an adaptor protein that binds to both Ago and Chp1. Ago1 binds small non-coding RNAs
generated by Dcr1, an endoribonuclease in the RNase III family, which serve as guides for the
complex directing its action to the appropriate loci (Li et al., 2009; Verdel et al., 2004). Dcr1
9

generates these small non-coding RNAs as part of a complex process. Transcription of
pericentric regions generates small RNAs which are made double-stranded by the RNAdependent RNA polymerase complex (RDRC) and then cleaved by Dcr1 into single stranded 2123 nt small-interfering RNA (siRNA) (Volpe et al., 2002). The combined action of RDRC,
Ago1, and Dcr1 generates additional siRNAs which can be loaded into Ago1 and dsRNAs which
serve to amplify the process (Colmenares, Buker, Buhler, Dlakić, & Moazed, 2007; Motamedi et
al., 2004; Volpe et al., 2002).

The RITS complex interacts with the Clr4-Rik1-Cul4 (CLRC) complex via both of their
interactions with Stc1 (Bayne et al., 2010). Clr4 is an H3K9 methyltransferase and
chromodomain-containing protein required for repression at centromeres (Ekwall & Ruusala,
1994; Ivanova, Bonaduce, Ivanov, & Klar, 1998). The interaction between the RITS and CLRC
complexes demonstrate a clear link between RNAi and formation of heterochromatin. Whenever
Tas3 is mutated to disrupt its binding to Chp1, small non-coding RNAs that guide the RITS
complex are lost, the RITS complex is no longer recruited, and centromeric heterochromatin is
lost. This indicates that Chp1 plays a critical role in the establishment and maintainance of
centromeric heterochromatin (Debeauchamp et al., 2008). This role is similar to that of other
HP1s, but due to the non-redundant nature of the RNAi machinery in S. pombe and the ease of
analysis it provides, it has been linked to the RNAi process as well. Once H3K9 methylation has
been established on pericentric regions, HP1 homologue Swi6 binds to this mark and coats the
chromatin further establishing the condensed heterochromatic state. Swi6 is linked to the RNAi
process as well by its ability to recruit the RDRC complex to heterochromatin (Hayashi et al.,
2012).
10

Study of this process in other organisms suggests that many of the processes and players
uncovered in S. pombe are conserved. For example, homologues to Dcr1, Ago1, and HP1 have
been found in Arabidopsis thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, and Mus
musculus (Castel & Martienssen, 2013). Similarly, links between RNAi and the formation of
heterochromatin have been established in all of these organisms (Dunoyer, Himber, Ruiz-Ferrer,
Alioua, & Voinnet, 2007; Kanellopoulou et al., 2005; Maine et al., 2005; Pal-Bhadra et al.,
2004). Another useful model for the study of these processes and their link is the ciliated
protozoan Tetrahymena thermophila. During its sexual reproduction phase of conjugation,
Tetrahymena uses the RNAi machinery to direct heterochromatin formation at many separate
loci, providing a unique opportunity to study how the RNAi machinery directs heterochromatin
formation in a developmental context. Additionally, while study of these processes in other
organisms has lead to the identification of many factors important for RNAi and histone
methylation, how these sequences come to be organized into spatial domains within the nucleus
and compacted is poorly understood. After these sequences are marked with histone methylation
by the RNAi machinery they are organized into subnuclear foci. The study of this process could
help to identify factors required for nuclear organization and compaction of heterochromatin.
Discovery of such factors has been a major focus of my thesis research.

iv.
Tetrahymena DNA Rearrangement
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Tetrahymena and other members of the phylum Ciliaphora are free-living unicellular eukaryotes
commonly found in fresh water environments. These organisms are highly motile predators,
which are covered by organized rows of cilia, their namesake feature. Ciliates are large cells with
elaborate cellular structures such as a mouth-like oral apparatus used to ingest smaller cells and
other sources of nutrition. But perhaps the most unique characteristic of ciliates is nuclear
duality. Each individual ciliate cell possesses two functionally distinct genomes housed in
separate nuclei. The roles these separate genomes perform are analogous to that of germline vs.
somatic cells in multicellular eukaryotes. The smaller micronucleus contains the germline
genome. It is diploid and transcriptionally silent during vegetative growth as its only role during
this growth phase is to maintain the genome so it can be transmitted to the next generation. The
larger macronucleus contains the somatic genome which is polyploid and the source of all gene
expression necessary for vegetative growth (Mayo & Orias, 1981). The ploidy of the
macronucleus can vary drastically between ciliates, ranging from an average of ~50 copies per
gene in Tetrahymena to ~2000 copies per gene in Oxytricha (Swart et al., 2013; M. C. Yao &
Gorovsky, 1974).

During the sexual reproduction phase of conjugation, new copies of both the micro- and
macronucleus are generated. Cells of different mating types can be induced to mate by starving
them for nutrients. Upon pairing, the cell’s micronuclei undergo meiosis from which a single
haploid meiotic product is selected. This haploid genome is replicated and copies partitioned into
separate nuclei, one of which is exchanged with its mating partner. Haploid nuclei from each
partner then fuse to create identical zygotic diploid nuclei in each mating partner. Additional
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rounds of DNA replication and nuclear division give rise to nuclei that are precursors to the
micro- and macronuclei (Martindale, Allis, & Bruns, 1982).

As conjugation proceeds, the macronuclear genome differentiates from a transcriptionally silent,
unedited, diploid genome into a transcriptionally active, streamlined, polypoid genome. In the
case of Tetrahymena, the streamlining process includes the removal of Internal Eliminated
Sequences (IESs) from the developing macronuclear genome (illustrated in Fig. 2). These
sequences represent roughly one third of the total sequences found in the unedited micronuclear
genome (Tetrahymena Comparative Sequencing Project, Broad Institute of Harvard and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology [http://www.broadinstutute.org]). These sequences are
spread across thousands of loci, can vary in size from 300 bp to 20 kbp, and are mostly located in
intergenic regions (Fass et al., 2011). Additionally, the five chromosomes found in the
micronucleus are fragmented at ~180 conserved Chromosome Breakage Sequences and
telomeres are added to create many smaller chromosomes (Fan & Yao, 2000; Hamilton et al.,
2005; Yao, Zheng, & Yao, 1987). Once the macronuclear chromosomes are fragmented and
edited, they are amplified up to ~45 copies for most chromosomes and up to ~9000 copies for the
ribosomal DNA chromosomes (Yao & Gorovsky, 1974; Yao, 1982).

IESs resemble transposons and viral remnants (Huvos, 2009; Wuitschick, Gershan, Lochowicz,
Li, & Karrer, 2002); sequences that could be deleterious to the function of the transcriptionally
active genome due to their mobile or repetitive nature respectively. Many eukaryotes contain
these types of sequences in their genomes and adapting to their presence is critical for
13

maintaining genomic stability. Thus, the removal of IESs can be viewed as an extreme
adaptation to a common issue that faces many eukaryotes. The formation of heterochromatin
provides a mechanism by which eukaryotes deal with this issue. As mentioned above, the
establishment of heterochromatin upon these sequences keeps them condensed thereby impairing
their ability to be transcribed or recombined and helps to ensure genomic stability. The IES
excision process represents this action taken a step further. Instead of simply rendering them
inert, Tetrahymena removes them completely from its somatic genome.

Unlike chromosomal breakage, which is occurs at specific 15 bp Chromosome Breakage
Sequences, there is no common sequence that identifies IESs. Instead their elimination is guided
by small RNAs similar to how the RNAi machinery guides the formation of heterochromatin in
other organisms (Kataoka & Mochizuki, 2011). Many of the same conserved components of the
RNAi and heterochromatin formation machinery operate in this process as well, suggesting it is a
conserved process. Subsequently, study of this process could yield valuable insight into the how
this conserved process operates in all eukaryotes.

The small RNAs that guide IES excision are generated in the micronucleus early in the
conjugation process. Bidirectional transcription of IESs generates long dsRNAs which serve as a
substrate for Dcl1, a Dicer-like ribonuclease (Chalker & Yao, 2001; Malone, Anderson, Motl,
Rexer, & Chalker, 2005; Mochizuki & Gorovsky, 2005; Schoeberl, Kurth, Noto, & Mochizuki,
2012). Dcl1 “dices” these longer RNAs into smaller 27-30 nt small RNAs called scan RNAs
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(scnRNAs) which are then bound by Twi1, an argonaute protein of the PIWI family (illustrated
in Fig. 3) (Mochizuki, Fine, Fujisawa, & Gorovsky, 2002).

This pool of scnRNAs must be refined to ensure that only germline limited sequences are
removed. Thus, these Twi1-bound scnRNAs are transported to the macronucleus remaining from
the previous generation where they are compared to sequences present. ScnRNAs homologous to
sequences present in the macronucleus are eliminated from the pool of Twi1-bound scnRNAs
while scnRNAs without homologous sequences are retained (Chalker & Yao, 2001). Because
these scnRNAs identify sequences to be eliminated in the developing macronucleus, this ensures
that sequences retained in the previous generation will be retained in the next generation. This
provides a mechanism by which epigenetic information is transmitted across generations during
Tetrahymena conjugation.

Once the pool of scnRNAs has been selected, they are transported to the developing
macronucleus where they help to identify IESs (Liu, Mochizuki, & Gorovsky, 2004). ScnRNAs
complimentary to IESs direct placement of H3K9 and H3K27 histone methyl marks onto IES
chromatin. These chromatin marks are established by the Enhancer of Zeste Like
methyltransferase Ezl1, a conserved histone methyltransferase. Once these marks are deposited
on IES chromatin they are recognized by a specialized HP1 homologue that contains dual
chromodomains, Programmed DNA degradation 1 (Pdd1) (illustrated in Fig. 3) (Liu et al., 2007).
Both the deposition of these marks and their recognition by Pdd1 are key steps in linking the
action of the RNAi machinery to the establishment of heterochromatin. The actions of Dcl1,
15

Twi1, Ezl1, and Pdd1 represent the critical early activities that identify IES for excision.
Mutation of any of these factors causes a lethal developmental arrest and failure of IES excision
indicating the importance of their functions (Coyne, Nikiforov, Smothers, Allis, & Yao, 1999;
Liu et al., 2007; Malone et al., 2005; Mochizuki et al., 2002; Mochizuki & Gorovsky, 2005).

Once Pdd1 recognizes these marks, they are spatially reorganized within the nucleus (illustrated
in Fig. 3). Early in the development of the macronucleus, Pdd1 has a diffuse localization pattern,
presumably because it is binding to histone methyl established at ~6000 loci spread across the
developing macronucleus. However, as conjugation proceeds, both Pdd1 and IES localization
becomes more punctuate forming structures know as DNA elimination foci (Douglas L Chalker,
2008). This change in nuclear organization of IESs from a diffuse state to a more punctuate state
resembles the condensation of repeats and other sequences that are heterochromatinized in all
eukaryotes. Unfortunately, very little mechanistic detail about how this process occurs has been
ascertained. Multiple factors have been identified as critical to the nuclear organization process
such as the histone remodeler Brg1, the dsRNA binding protein Drb2, and the novel proteins
Lia1 and Lia5; but very little mechanistic detail about the process has been obtained (Fillingham
et al., 2006; Motl & Chalker, 2011; Rexer & Chalker, 2007; Shieh & Chalker, 2013). Because
this process resembles the nuclear organization of repeats and other sequences destined to be
condensed into heterochromatin in many eukaryotes, its study could yield valuable information
about how this process occurs in other eukaryotes.
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Although many mutants that fail this nuclear organization process also fail IES excision, the
causal and temporal relationship between these two processes is not well understood. Regardless,
the majority of mutants examined show a concomitant failure of both processes indicating a link
between them (Chalker, 2008; Malone et al., 2005; Rexer & Chalker, 2007; Shieh & Chalker,
2013). However, mechanistic detail about the processes that occur late in this pathway has been
obtained. Tpb2, a domesticated piggyBAC transposase, creates double strand breaks flanking the
IES facilitating their excision from the macronuclear genome (Cheng, Vogt, Mochizuki, & Yao,
2010). These double strand breaks are recognized by Tku80, a Ku80 homologue, and repaired by
the non-homologous end joining machinery completing the DNA rearrangement pathway (Lin,
Chao, & Yao, 2012). Failure to conduct either of these activities results in a developmental arrest
and lethality indicating their critical importance in the IES excision pathway.

Study of the IES excision pathway has yielded valuable insights into a highly conserved process
that occurs in many eukaryotes: RNAi-directed heterochromatin formation. Studies in other
systems as well as Tetrahymena have identified many of the factors and mechanisms necessary
to target the deposition of histone methyl marks. In addition, study of HP1-like proteins has
provided insight into how these marks are identified. But less is understood about how higher
order chromatin structures are formed de novo. During Tetrahymena macronuclear
differentiation, a previously silent genome is functionally organized. Nearly all histone
modifications must be established and higher order chromatin structures must be formed. This
provides a unique opportunity to investigate the role of factors such as HP1 and other chromatin
associated proteins in the de novo formation of higher order chromatin structure.
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The large size of Tetrahymena cells allows one to track the localization of florescent tagged
proteins and visualize sub nuclear domains. This allows for the nuclear organization process to
be closely monitored and facilitates the identification of additional factors necessary for the
nuclear organization process and components of these domains. The availability of a complete
Tetrahymena genome and the ability to modify this genome using the homologous
recombination machinery allows rapid generation of florescent tagged and knockout lines. These
advantages make Tetrahymena a powerful system to study the role of factors important for the
functional organization of the nucleus.

v.
Scope of the Thesis

When I entered the lab I was interested in investigating factors important for RNAi-directed
heterochromatin formation. Thus I began my work investigating the role of Lia4 in the DNA
rearrangement process. Using much of my existing expertise on cloning and genomic
engineering, I created Lia4 knockout lines. Once I discovered it was required for DNA
rearrangement, I sought to discover its functional role in this pathway by investigating processes
associated with the pathway. My subsequent investigations lead to its identification as an
important nuclear organization factor. Chapter 2 details my work on Lia4 and represents the
manuscript we will be submitting for publication.
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Throughout graduate school I sought to develop my skills as a mentor and teacher. Dr. Chalker’s
class, Bio 3492, offered me an excellent opportunity to do so by allowing me to mentor a small
classroom of undergraduates and guide them through a novel research project. In total, I was a
teacher’s assistant for Bio 3492 three times serving in various roles ranging from the role of a
standard TA to curriculum design and execution of pedagogical aims. I regard these experiences
as especially formative as they have led to me to pursue a career in teaching at the undergraduate
level. Chapter 3 describes the localization data we generated in Bio 3492 and the implications of
these novel findings are discussed.

Through the work of two Bio 3492 students and a high school student I mentored in the lab, Cara
Schornak, we examined the localization of several HP1 homologues and found three that were
good candidates for involvement in DNA rearrangement. This work is described in Chapter 3.
We focused our further analysis on Hpl2 and found it was essential for production of viable
progeny. Despite its dispensability for DNA rearrangement, its accumulation in DNA
elimination foci depends on the IES excision machinery (Chapter 4). Further study of Lia4,
Hpl2, and other HP1 homologues in Tetrahymena could contribute to a deeper understanding of
the mechanisms by which heterochromatin is formed de novo and uncover additional conserved
roles for HP1.
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Figure 1: HP1 is an important scaffold in the structure of heterochromatin. It binds the
H3K9me3 chromatin mark and dimerizes with itself. The dimerization interface recruits effector
complexes to heterochromatin.
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Figure 2: IESs are eliminated from developing macronucleus and retained in the
micronucleus during conjugation. Mic, micronucleus; mac, macronucleus; IES, Internal
Eliminated Sequence.
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Figure 3: Simplified Model of IES Excis
Excision
ion Focusing on Events Occurring in the
Developing Macronuclei. Mic, micronucleus; old mac, parental macronucleus; new mac,
developing macronucleus; IES, Internal Eliminated Sequence; Dcl1p, Dicer
Dicer-like
like 1 protein;
Twi1p, Tetrahymena Piwi 1 protein; M, histo
histone
ne methyl marks; Pdd1p, Programmed DNA
Degradation 1 protein.
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Chapter 2
LIA4, A CHROMOSHADOW DOMAIN PROTEIN REQUIRED FOR GENOME-WIDE DNA
REARRANGEMENTS AND NUCLEAR ORGANIZATION IN TETRAHYMENA
THERMOPHILA
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The following chapter is a manuscript ready for submission detailing my work exploring the role
of Lia4 during Tetrahymena DNA rearrangement. We intend to submit the manuscript to
Eukaryotic Cell.

Abstract:
Extensive DNA elimination occurs as part of macronuclear differentiation during Tetrahymena
sexual reproduction. The identification of sequences to excise is guided by a specialized RNAi
machinery that targets the methylation of histone H3 lysine (K)9 and K27 on chromatin
associated with these internal eliminated sequences (IESs). This modified chromatin is
reorganized into heterochromatic foci, which is a hallmark of their subsequent elimination. Here
we demonstrate that Lia4, a chromoshadow domain containing protein, is an essential component
in this DNA elimination pathway. LIA4 knockout lines (∆LIA4) fail to excise IESs from their
developing somatic genome and arrest at a late stage of conjugation. Lia4 acts after RNAiguided heterochromatin formation as both H3K9 and H3K27 methylation are established.
Nevertheless, without LIA4, These cells fail to form the heterochromatic foci associated with
DNA rearrangement and Lia4 accumulates in these foci indicating Lia4 plays a key role in their
structure. These data indicate a critical role for Lia4 organizing the nucleus during Tetrahymena
macronuclear differentiation.
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Introduction:
The organization of the eukaryotic nucleus is critical to achieve proper gene expression and
maintain genome integrity. Individual regions of the genome are partitioned into specific
domains, historically called euchromatin and heterochromatin. The DNA of euchromatic
domains is relatively dispersed throughout the nucleus, which likely permits greater accessibity
to the transcription machinery. In contrast, heterochromatic domains are condensed, a property
consistent with its role in enforcing a silent state. This condensed state of heterochromatin also
prevents unwanted recombination between the repetitive elements, which can constitute large
portions of eukaryotic genomes, thereby increasing genome stability (1, 2). Recent genome-wide
studies have revealed that euchromatin and heterochromatin actually comprise many distinct
chromatin landscapes (3). These landscapes are characterized by specific patterns of histone
post-translational modifications and association with subsets of non-histone chromosomal
proteins. For instance, constitutive heterochromatin in enriched in histone H3 lysine 9 di- and
tri-methylation (H3K9me2,3) and is bound by Heterochromatin Protein 1 (HP1), which together
silence, compact, and spatially organize the modified region within the nucleus (4, 5). Because
HP1 dimerizes with itself via its chromoshadow domain (CSD), it can serve as an important
scaffold in the structure of heterochromatin (6).

Heterochromatic regions are established in early stages of development, forming as early as the
two-cell stage in mammalian embryos (7). Nevertheless, heterochromatin is not static and may
change as differentiation proceeds. At the level of individual loci, establishment of facultative
heterochromatin to enforce gene silencing is necessary for cell type specification. Changes can
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also lead to global reorganization of the nucleus as observed during the development of rod
photoreceptor cells in nocturnal animals (8). Even after development is completed,
heterochromatin remains a dynamic structure. In dividing cells, heterochromatin must
disassemble and reassemble in order to be replicated and segregated properly. Also, in response
to DNA damage such as double-strand breaks, this compact chromatin structure is decondensed,
providing greater access for the DNA repair machinery (9). As part of the damage response, the
histone variant H2AX is phosphorylated and damaged regions are concentrated into subnuclear
DNA repair foci (10, 11). Once repaired, heterochromatic structure must be re-established on
the repaired region and affected loci repositioned within the nucleus.

Differentiation of the somatic genome of the ciliated protozoan Tetrahymena thermophila
provides an opportunity to study de novo formation of heterochromatin during development.
Even though ciliates are single celled organisms, they possess two separate and functionally
distinct copies of their genome, maintained in different nuclei. During vegetative growth, the
somatic genome, which is polyploid; is carried in the macronucleus where it serves as the
template for all gene expression. The germline genome, which is diploid, is housed in the
transcriptionally silent micronucleus (12). During the sexual reproductive process of
conjugation, these nuclei have very different fates. The macronucleus from the previous
generation provides all pre-zygotic gene expression, but is eventually silenced and discarded.
Meanwhile the micronucleus undergoes meiosis to produce gametic nuclei that cross-fertilize
mating partners and produce zygotic nuclei, which contain a haploid genome copy from each
parent, that goes on to divide and eventually differentiate into a new micro- and macronucleus.
As part of this differentiation, sequences called Internal Eliminated Sequences (IESs) are
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eliminated from the developing macronucleus (13). These sequences are similar to repetitive
elements such as transposon and viral remnants (14, 15) and they represent roughly one third of
the micronuclear genome (Tetrahymena Comparative Sequencing Project, Broad Institute of
Harvard and Massachussetts Institute of Technology [http://www.broadinstutute.org]). In
addition, the five micronuclear chromosomes are fragmented at conserved 15bp sequences at
~180 sites during the process of chromosomal breakage (16–18).

Unlike the conserved chromosomal breakage sequence, there is no conserved sequence that
identifies an IES. Instead, these diverse loci are recognized by homologous small RNAs and
targeted for removal from the genome by RNA-guided heterochromatin formation (19). The
source of these small RNAs is bidirectional transcription of IESs in the meiotic micronucleus,
which generates long dsRNAs that are processed by a Dicer-like enzyme into 28-30nt so-called
scan RNAs (scnRNAs)(20–23). The scnRNAs associate with an Argonaute family protein
encoded by Tetrahymena PIWI1 (TWI1), which together are transported into the parental
macronucleus to be compared to the somatic genome (24). Complexes with scnRNAs
homologous to sequences present in the parental macronucleus are removed, leaving a pool of
Twi1-complexed scnRNAs representing sequences found only in the micronucleus (23). These
Twi1/scnRNA complexes are then imported into the developing macronucleus where they direct
histone H3K9 and H3K27 methylation by Ezl1 on IES chromatin (25, 26). The methylated
chromatin domains are bound by the HP1 homologue Pdd1 and in association with many other
proteins are compacted into distinct subnuclear structures called DNA elimination bodies (26).
Cleavage events at both sides of the IESs, catalyzed by Tpb2, a domesticated piggyBac
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transposase, excise the IESs from the developing macronuclear chromosomes and the resulting
double-strand breaks are repaired by a TKU80-dependent DNA repair pathway (27, 28).

The processes necessary to organize IESs into DNA elimination complexes, including the
binding of Pdd1 to methylated chromatin are poorly understood. Once bound, 5000-6000 Pdd1bound IES sequences must be reorganized from dispersed loci throughout the nucleus into
condensed DNA elimination foci (29, 30). The structure of these condensed heterochromatic foci
likely must be maintained by structural proteins present in the foci themselves. In addition, late
in conjugation these structures reorganize from smaller foci into larger and less numerous foci
located preferentially at the nuclear periphery (31). Multiple factors have been identified that are
critical for this dynamic nuclear reorganization, including the chromatin remodeler Brg1, doublestranded RNA binding protein Drb2, and novel proteins Lia1 and Lia5 (32–35). While the
identification of Brg1 and Drb2 as crucial to the process indicate that chromatin remodeling and
double-strand RNA binding are important for this process, the discovery that the novel proteins
Lia1 and Lia5 are required indicates that additional factors and processes are required for
formation of DNA elimination foci. Identification of additional factors involved in this process
could help to provide understanding about the kinds of factors and processes that are necessary
to conduct this extensive nuclear reorganization.

In this study, we investigate the role of a CSD-containing protein of Tetrahymena, encoded by
LIA4. We find that LIA4 is required for completion of conjugation as cells lacking this gene,
∆LIA4, arrest late in development and fail to excise IESs from developing macronuclei. These
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mutants do not assemble DNA elimination bodies even though histone methylation is established
in the developing somatic genome. These finding indicate that the CSD protein encoded by LIA4
has a novel role downstream of histone methylation in the IES excision pathway.

Materials and Methods:
Tetrahymena strains and growth conditions. WT T. thermophila strains B2086 (II), CU427
(Chx/Chx [VI, cy-s]), CU428 (Mpr/Mpr [VII, mp-s]), and micronucleus defective strains B*VI
(VI) and B*VII (VII) were obtained from Peter Bruns (Cornell University, Ithaca, NY).
Tetrahymena cells were grown in SPP medium at 30°C and prepared for mating by washing cells
out of growth medium with 10mM Tris-HCl (ph 7.4). After starvation by overnight incubation
in 10mM Tris, cells were mixed to initiate conjugation. To achieve greater synchrony of mating,
in some experiments cells were starved in Dryl’s medium and co-stimulated by shaking at
200rpm for 30min before they were mixed (37). Generation of ∆PDD1, ∆DCL1 and PDD1-CFP
strains was described previously (21, 33, 38).

Alignment of the LIA4 CSD. The peptide sequence for LIA4 (Ttherm_00085600) was
examined for secondary structure using HHpred (http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/hhpred(39)).
The CSD of LIA4 was aligned with the CSDs of M. musculus Cbx1 (accession number
NP_031648.1), H. sapien Cbx1 (accession number NP_001120700.1), Cbx3 (accession number
NP_057671.2), Cbx5 (accession number NP_001120794.1), D. melanogaster HP1a (accession
number NP_723361.1), and S. pombe Swi6 (accession number NP_593449.1) by using clustalW
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2). T. thermophila LFL1 (Ttherm_00620940) and
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LIA4 and LFL1 homologues in other Tetrahymena species were identified by BLAST searches of
their macronuclear genome sequences (www.ciliate.org).

Generation of ∆LIA4 strains. Homology arms for pLia4KO were created by amplifying
sequences spanning from 1351bp upstream of the start codon to the first 9bp of the gene and
from 154bp to 1501bp downstream of the stop codon. Restriction sites were introduced onto the
ends of the sequences and they were cloned into pBS SK- at the KpnI and HindIII restriction
sites for the upstream and the SacII and SacI restriction sites for the downstream arm (primers
are listed in Table 1). The NEO3 cassette (40) was excised from pENTR-D-Topo-Mtt1/NEO3
(41) and cloned in between the two homology arms using AscI and BsrGI restriction sites that
were introduced into the plasmid when the upstream arm was cloned in order to generate plasmid
pLIA4KO. The knockout cassette was generated by digesting the plasmid with KpnI and
transformed into conjugating WT cells (CU428 X B2086) between 2 and 3 h after mixing by
using a PDS-1000/He particle bombardment system (Bio-Rad) as previously described (42, 43).
Heterozygous micronuclear tranformants were identified by their resistance to 80 ug/ml
paromomycin with 1 ug/ml CdCl2 and 15ug/ml 6-methylpurine. Successful homologous
recombination of the NEO3 cassette into the LIA4 locus was confirmed by PCR screening of the
heterozygous micronuclear transformants. Homozygous micronuclear knockout heterokaryons
were generated by crossing heterozygous micronuclear transformants with B*VI or B*VII star
strains. The resulting homozygous micronuclear knockout heterokaryons were identified by
sensitivity to paromomycin/CdCl2 sensitivity and by PCR screening of crude cell lysates
(primers are listed in Table 1) (21). The homozygous micronuclear genotype was verified by
crossing each with CU427, which produced progeny resistant to both cycloheximide (25 ug/ml)
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and to 100 ug/ml paromomycin with 1 ug/ml CdCl2. Complete (micro- and macronuclear) LIA4
knockout strains ∆LIA4 11-2 and ∆LIA4 15-3 were generated by crossing homozygous
micronuclear knockout heterokaryons of different mating types and selecting for progeny
resistant to paromomycin/CdCl2.

Southern blotting. T. thermophila genomic DNA was isolated using a Wizard genomic DNA
purification kit (Promega). DNA was digested with the appropriate restriction enzyme, size
fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis, and transferred to a nylon membrane (Osmonics,
Minnetonka, MI) by downward capillary blotting in 0.5 M NaOH/1.5 M NaCl. Membranes were
hybridized at 65°C with radiolabeled probes in 2x Denhardt's and washed at 65°C in 1x
SSC/0.5% SDS to remove nonspecific hybridization. Probes were labeled with [α-32P]dATP,
random hexamers, and DNA polymerase I (Klenow fragment). Hybridization was visualized by
autoradiography. To examine the LIA4 locus in LIA4 knockouts, isolated genomic DNA was
digested with EcoRI and hybridized to a radiolabled probe corresponding to the upstream
homology arm from pLia4KO. Chromosome Breakage was measured as previously described
(21).

RT-PCR expression analysis. RNA was isolated from growing, starved, and conjugating WT
(B2086 X CU428) and ∆LIA4 (∆LIA4 11-2 X ∆LIA4 15-3) cells at 3 h intervals from 3 h to 12 h
by RNAsol extraction (44). Reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) was conducted on WT and
∆LIA4 samples from all timepoints to show loss of expression as previously described (21) using
primers that amplify LIA4 or HHP1 (primers can be found in Table 1).
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Determination of percent progeny production. Individual mating pairs from WT (B2086 X
CU428) or ∆LIA4 (∆LIA4 11-2 X ∆LIA4 15-3) crosses were isolated into drops of Spp medium.
Conjugants were allowed to complete mating and viable cells grown to saturation. To
distinguish progeny from pairs which aborted mating, surviving cells were cultured, starved and
mixed with WT strains to assess maturity by ability to initiate pairing. Cells unable to mate with
two different WT strains of different mating types were defined as immature and were counted
as true progeny.

PCR analysis. Excision of the B, C, D, M and R IES's was assayed by PCR in WT (CU428 X
B2086), ∆DCL1 (∆DCL1 1.8.6 X ∆DCL1 4.2.4), and ∆LIA4 (∆LIA4 11-2 X ∆LIA4 15-3) strains.
Genomic DNA was collected at 32 h post mixing and PCR was conducted with primers flanking
the assayed IES (primers found in Table 1). The presence of circular IES excision products was
assayed by PCR in WT (CU428 X B2086) and ∆LIA4 (∆LIA4 11-2 X ∆LIA4 15-3) strains.
Genomic DNA was isolated from conjugating cells at 2 h intervals from 10 h to 18 h post mixing
and a nested PCR (two rounds of PCR with 25 cycles each) approach was used to detect circular
products (28, 35).

Protein localization and fluorescence microscopy. Developmental stage of mating cells was
determined by nuclear configuration. Cells were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde at 8 h, 12 h, 16 h,
and 32 h post mixing and stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) to visualize nuclei
(concentration of DAPI). DAPI fluorescence images were captured and nuclei morphology of
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100 fixed and DAPI-stained cells was determined and sorted into four categories representing
progressing stages of macronuclear development that were previously described: MAC I, MAC
II, MAC III and complete mating (45, 46)

Pdd1-YFP localization. The construction of pBS-ICY-PDD1, a PDD1-YFP expression vector,
was described previously (33). pBS-ICY-PDD1 was digested with BlpI and SalI and
transformed into starved ∆LIA4 11-2 cells using the PDS-1000/He particle bombardment system
(42, 43). Transformants were identified by their resistance to 25ug/ml cycloheximide. Starved
transformants were mixed with either starved CU427 (WT mating) or starved ∆LIA4 11-2
(∆LIA4 mating) and 0.04ug/ml CdCl2 is added at both 0 h and 4 h post mixing to induce
expression of Pdd1-YFP. At 15 h post mixing, cells were harvested by low-speed centrifugation
(1,000 X g) and immobilized in 4ul 2% methylcellulose. Differential interference contrast (DIC)
and YFP fluorescence images were captured using a Qimaging RetigaEX charge-coupled-device
camera (Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada) and Openlab software (PerkinElmer). Images were
cropped and their brightness and contrast was adjusted uniformly when necessary using Adobe
Photoshop CS5.

Immunofluorescence analysis. Conjugating WT (B2086 X CU428), ∆LIA4 (∆LIA4 11-2 X
∆LIA4 15-3), ∆PDD1 (∆PDD1 w3.3 X ∆PDD1 39.1) and ∆DCL1 (∆DCL1 1.8.6 X ∆DCL1
4.2.4) cells were fixed with Schaudinn's fixative (2 parts saturated mercuric chloride, 1 part 95%
ethanol) in methanol at 9 h, 10 h, and 15 h post mixing. Cells were then air dried on slides,
rehydrated for 2 h at room temperature (RT) in Tris-buffered saline (TBS), and then washed with
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blocking buffer (50mM Tris-Cl, 150mM NaCl, 1% BSA, and 0.01% Tween 20) once and
incubated with blocking buffer for 1 h at RT to permeabilize cells. α-H3K9me2 (Upstate, 1:500,
07-212), α-H3K27me3 (Abcam, 1:500, ab6002), or α-H2A.X-Phosphorylated (Ser139)
(Biolegend, 1:100, 613401) was added and incubated at 4°C overnight. After washing 5 times
with TBS and 2 times with blocking buffer, cells were incubated with Alexa Fluor 488 F(ab')2
Fragment of Goat α-mouse immunoglobin G (Invitrogen, A11017, 1:1000) or Alexa Fluor 488
F(ab')2 Fragment of Goat α-rabbit immunoglobin G (Invitrogen, , A11070, 1:1000) for 1 h at RT.
Cells were then washed 5 times with TBS, 1 time with blocking buffer, and then counterstained
with DAPI in blocking buffer

LIA4-mCherry/CFP-PDD1 Localization. Homology arms for pLIA4-mCherry-Neo3 were
created by amplifying sequences spanning from 976bp upstream of the stop codon to the final bp
upstream of the stop codon and from the first bp downstream of the stop codon to 1,188 bp
downstream of the stop codon. Restriction sites were introduced onto the ends of the sequences
and they were cloned into pmCherryNeo3 (47) at the NotI and BamHI restriction sites for the
upstream arm and the SalI and XhoI restriction sites for the downstream (primers are listed in
Table 1). The knockout cassette was generated by digesting the plasmid with NotI and KpnI and
transformed into conjugating WT cells (CU428 X B2086) between 2 and 3 h after mixing by
using a PDS-1000/He particle bombardment system (Bio-Rad) as previously described (42, 43).
Tranformants were identified by their resistance to 80 ug/ml paromomycin with 1 ug/ml CdCl2.
At 5 h, 10 h, 12 h, 13 h, and 15 h post mixing, cells were harvested by low-speed centrifugation
(1,000 X g) and immobilized in 4ul 2% methylcellulose.
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Results:
LIA4 encodes a novel protein with a putative chromoshadow domain. The developmental
remodeling of the somatic genome involves both the coordinated activation of zygotic gene
transcription and the silencing/elimination of repetitive and transposon-derived sequences.
Through our efforts to characterize the DNA rearrangement machinery, we identified candidate
genes, named Localized In macronuclear Anlagen # (LIA#), encoding proteins that are expressed
exclusively during conjugation and localized within developing macronuclei (48). Although
similar in both localization and expression, the Lia proteins did not share homology with one
another and possess few conserved domains that might indicate function. We previously
demonstrated that Lia1 and Lia5 are each required for IES excision and chromosome
fragmentation (34, 35). Similar to the genes encoding these essential proteins, LIA4 expression
is rapidly induced starting 6 h into conjugation (48). Unlike the other LIA genes and ~71% of
the current gene models (49), the LIA4 coding region contains no introns despite its 2428 bp.

LIA4 is predicted to encode a 991aa protein with a molecular weight of 115kDa. Previous
bioinformatics analyses revealed that the first ~200 residues are enriched in acidic amino acids
and the C-terminal ~700 amino acids are rich in glutamine (19%) (48), but did not identify any
obvious conserved domains. Subsequent analysis identified a short region of homology with the
CSD of HP1 proteins. An alignment comparing residues 793-835 near the C-terminus of LIA4
with the CSDs of various HP1 homologues shows that many of the residues important for the
structure of the CSD are conserved. In particular, two amino acids required for dimerization of
HP1β (Cbx1) (50) are conserved in LIA4 (Fig. 1A). Using HHpred, a protein homology and
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structural prediction utility (39), these Lia4 residues were predicted to form a double alpha
helical structure similar to that found in the CSD of HP1 homologues (6) (Fig. 1A). Even though
the amino acid sequence is only weakly conserved across the entire domain, this similarity of the
predicted structures provides further evidence that LIA4 contains a CSD.

Highly conserved homologues can be found in the related species T. ellioti, T. malaccensis, and
T. borealis indicating LIA4 is conserved within the Tetrahymena genus. BLAST searches
against the T. thermophila genome also revealed that part of the CSD region of LIA4 was similar
to another gene (TTHERM_00620940) that we have named Lia4-Like 1 (LFL1). LFL1 is found
in the other Tetrahymena species as well. An alignment with both genes found in four
Tetrahymena species shows the high level of conservation in the putative CSD of LIA4 (Fig. 1B).
The conservation between LIA4 and LFL1 extends beyond the alpha helical region found in
LIA4, including an extra 31 residues upstream of the start of the predicted alpha helix.

LIA4 is required for completion of conjugation. To determine whether LIA4 is necessary for
completion of conjugation, we deleted the LIA4 gene from both the macronucleus and
micronucleus. Using biolistics transformation (42, 43), we replaced the WT gene with the NEO3
selectable marker, initially generating heterozygous micronuclear LIA4 knockout lines with both
wild-type (WT) and knockout alleles in macronuclei. After using genomic exclusion crosses to
create homozygous micronuclear knockout strains, these were crossed together to produce
progeny with all LIA4 copies removed from micro- and macronuclei. The ability to generate
∆LIA4 progeny indicated both that LIA4 is not essential for vegetative growth and that zygotic
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expression is not required for completion of conjugation (data not shown). Southern blot
analysis confirmed that all copies of LIA4 were disrupted in these progeny and replaced with the
NEO3 cassette (Fig. 2A). RT-PCR analysis verified that WT cells express LIA4 exclusively
during conjugation, as previously reported (48), and that ∆LIA4 cells do not produce LIA4
mRNA (Fig. 2B).

As expected given the lack of LIA4 vegetative expression, we observed no noticeable growth
defects for ∆LIA4 strains when compared to WT strains (data not shown). To investigate Lia4
function during conjugation, we mated ∆LIA4 strains together and monitored their ability to
complete development. We failed to obtain legitimate progeny from any of our ∆LIA4 crosses
(Fig. 3A). We examined the progression of ∆LIA4 strains through conjugation and found that
they completed early stages normally but then arrested at the MAC III stage of conjugation (Fig.
3B, C). MAC III is a very late stage of conjugation that is characterized by the presence of two
macronuclei and two micronuclei (45, 46). Thus, the Lia4 protein is has an essential role in
conjugating cells.

LIA4 is required for IES excision. Arrest at the MAC III stage is a common phenotype
exhibited by cells (such as ∆PDD1, ∆DCL1, ∆TWI1, and ∆LIA) that fail to eliminate IESs during
development (21, 24, 34, 36). To test whether ∆LIA4 cells are likewise unable to complete DNA
rearrangements, we isolated DNA from populations of cells 32 hours after initiation of
conjugation, which we then used as template in PCR reactions with primers flanking five
previously characterized IESs (51–53) to obtain a semi-quantitative assessment of excision. For
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all IESs examined, we observed an increased amplification of larger products, indicative of
accumulation of the germline (unrearranged) forms, in the samples recovered from both ∆LIA4
and ∆DCL1 control matings relative to WT (Fig. 4). The appearance of the smaller products
corresponding to the rearranged loci was expected even if all de novo excision fails due to the
DNA from unmated cells present in the population. Thus ∆LIA4 cells are unable to perform
DNA elimination.

The accumulation of unrearranged DNA in ∆LIA4 matings suggests that IES excision is blocked
prior to initiating the double-strand breaks at IES ends. However, it remained possible that some
cleavage occurred but that the breaks were not repaired. To determine whether any IES excision
was initiated in ∆LIA4 matings, we tested for the presence of circular IES excision products
whose presence is indicative of the formation of double strand breaks. In WT matings, we
observed the presence of the circular products between 10 and 16 h into mating, which roughly
corresponds with the timing of IES excision; however, we were unable to detect circular
products at any time point in the ∆LIA4 samples (Fig. 5). This indicates that ∆LIA4 strains arrest
before the introduction of double strand breaks in the IES excision process.

LIA4 is required for chromosome breakage. Many mutants that cannot excise IESs also fail to
initiate chromosome breakage. The relationship between these two processes is not well
understood and the specific role that individual proteins play in chromosome breakage has yet to
be elucidated. To determine whether chromosome breakage occurs in ∆LIA4 matings, we
monitored processing at the chromosome breakage site located downstream of the LIA1 gene by
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using Southern Blot analysis (21). When breakage occurs, a 10.5 kb EcoRI restriction fragment
is separated into two fragments, and the probe will detect a terminal 2.2 kb fragment and an
internal restriction fragment of 7.8 kb. After breakage, telomeric repeats are added to this
terminal fragment and are extended to 300-400 nucleotides during growth. In the WT matings,
we observed a strong band at ~2.2 kb and relatively weak band at 10.5 kb indicating successful
breakage (Fig. 6). The newly generated ~2.2 kb fragment migrated just below the corresponding
~2.6 kb fragment with fully elongated telomeres derived from the macronuclei of unmated cells
in the population. In the ∆LIA4 matings, we did not observed a fragment migrating at ~2.2 kb
whereas the 10.5 kb fragment was represented as a relatively strong band, which together
indicated a failure of chromosomal breakage (Fig. 6). This result was comparable to that
observed in our ∆DCL1 control mating which has previously been shown to fail to perform
chromosome breakage (21). These results indicate that ∆LIA4 strains are unable to complete
chromosomal breakage.

H3K9me2 and H3K27me3 chromatin marks are established in ∆LIA4 matings. IESs are
targeted for elimination by homologous scnRNAs and their associated chromatin is marked by
methylation on histone H3. These modifications guide the association of Pdd1 with IES
chromatin, which in turn recruits the machinery to perform excision (38, 54). To determine
whether ∆LIA4 cells fail to identify IESs and do not establish one or both modifications or,
alternatively, Lia4 acts downstream, we monitored the accumulation of both H3K9me2 and
H3K27me3 in nuclei of WT and ∆LIA4 mated cells, 9h post mixing, by immunofluorescence
(Fig. 7). The levels and patterns observed for both H3K9me2 and H3K27me3, detected with
antibodies specific for either modification, were indistinguishable between WT and ∆LIA4
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matings (Fig. 7). Thus Lia4 acts after these modifications are established, but before the
initiation of IES excision.

LIA4 is required for formation of DNA elimination foci. After establishment of chromatin
modifications, the completion of IES excision involves extensive nuclear reorganization of the
marked loci into increasingly larger foci, a process easily visualized by following the localization
of Pdd1 during conjugation (29). To monitor this IES reorganization, we transformed an
inducible Pdd1-YFP expression construct into ∆LIA4 strains, which we subsequently crosssed to
either WT or ∆LIA4 strains and tracked the localization of Pdd1-YFP throughout development.
Large, punctate Pdd1-YFP foci were observed in roughly one third of WT mating pairs at 15h
(Fig. 8; data not shown), whereas Pdd1-YFP remained largely diffuse throughout the developing
macronucleus in the ∆LIA4 mating. Pdd1-YFP foci were never observed in ∆LIA4 mating pairs
even when monitored as late as 18h (Fig. 8) indicating that LIA4 is required for the nuclear
reorganization events that take place late in Tetrahymena conjugation.

Neither LIA4 nor PDD1 are required for phosphorylation of histone H2AX in developing
macronuclei. As we could not detect evidence for IES excision, chromosome breakage, or the
nuclear reorganization associated with these events in ∆LIA4 conjugants, we were interested to
assess whether other nuclear events were also perturbed. Accumulation of the presence of
phosphorylated histone H2AX (γH2AX) in the developing macronucleus has been reported (55).
Because modification of this conserved histone variant occurs in response to DNA damage, the
authors hypothesized that the γH2AX appears in developing macronuclei after double strand
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breaks are introduced upon IES excision. If that is the case, then ∆LIA4 cells should not
accumulate γH2AX in developing macronuclei. To investigate this possibility, we monitored
γH2AX accumulation by inmunofluorescence in WT, ∆LIA4, and ∆PDD1 cells at 10 h and 15h
of conjugation. We detected similar levels of γH2AX in the developing macronuclei of WT,
∆LIA4, and ∆PDD1 (Fig. 9). Thus H2AX phosphorylation occurs in the absence of excision of
IESs, and this modification is likely triggered by other events that occur during differentiation of
the somatic genome. We cannot rule out the possibility that the perturbation of normal IES
excision does not lead to aberrant cleavage by the domesticated transposase encoded by TPB2
(27). If that is the case, then the appearance of γH2AX still occurs in response to DNA damage.

Lia4p and Pdd1p are coincident in the developing macronucleus. We had previously shown
that an ectopically expressed GFP-Lia4 fusion protein localized to developing macronuclei and
appeared to co-localize with Pdd1p in DNA elimination foci. To further investigate the
relationship between these proteins, we followed the localization of a Lia4-mCherry fusion
protein, expressed at normal levels from the endogenous locus, co-expressed with Pdd1-CFP.
Unlike Pdd1, Lia4 is not expressed abundantly during pre-zygotic development and is absent
from somatic macronuclei (Fig. 10A). During post-zygotic development, Lia4-mCherry
accumulates in developing macronuclei and its localization is largely coincident with Pdd1-CFP,
although Pdd1p appears to exhibit sharper punctuation relative to Lia4 (Fig. 10B-D). Late in
conjugation when DNA elimination bodies form, Lia4 localizes in a more punctate manner and
is strongly coincident with Pdd1 (Fig. 10E,F). As the DNA elimination foci become less
numerous, larger, and located preferentially at the macronuclear periphery, both Lia4 and Pdd1
remain closely associated in these structures (Fig. 10G,H). At this stage, Lia4 is generally more
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diffuse than Pdd1. This could indicate that Lia4 occupies an exterior position in these foci, or
alternatively, that its association with IES chromatin has faster off-rate than Pdd1, giving it an
appearance that it occupies a larger domain surrounding these structures.

Discussion:
In this study, we found that Lia4 is required for the programmed DNA rearrangements that
remodel the developing somatic genome. Mating ∆LIA4 cells failed to initiate IES excision
despite establishing wild-type levels of histone H3 K9 and K27 methylation, which mark these
sequences for elimination from developing macronuclei. We also showed that Lia4 co-localizes
with Pdd1 in DNA elimination bodies, and found that these sub-nuclear structures do not from in
the absence of LIA4, observations which together implicate this novel protein in the formation
and/or function of these Pdd1-enriched structures. These data place Lia4 in a rather enigmatic
step between RNA-directed chromatin modification and IES excision.

Analysis of mutants important for genome remodeling allows one to separate the DNA
rearrangement pathway into four sequential steps: 1) RNA-directed histone methylation; 2)
formation of DNA elimination complexes; 3) excision of IESs, and 4) repair post-excision. The
first step is arguably the best understood as several of the proteins, including Dcl1, Twi1, Giw1,
Ema1, and Ezl1, have been identified and many of their mechanistic roles involving the marking
of IES chromatin for elimination have been elucidated (20, 21, 24–26, 56, 57) . Often, their
specific functions have been obvious to infer as many of the homologs for these proteins have
been extensively studied in other eukaryotes. In contrast, the subsequent formation of DNA
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elimination structures is not as well understood at the mechanistic level. Factors, including Lia1,
Lia5, Drb2, and Brg1, have been shown to be required for the maturation of DNA elimination
foci, but their mechanistic roles have been challenging to define (32–35). The presence of
conserved domains in Drb2 and Brg1 suggests that double-strand RNA binding and chromatin
remodeling, respectively, are important for assembly of DNA elimination complexes; whereas
other factors, including Lia4, that have been found to act during this step are novel proteins. The
assignment of their roles in foci formation has largely been informed by the phenotypes resulting
from disruption of their genes.

The proteins that are critical to organize IES chromatin act to set up the third step, excision by
the domesticated transposase, Tpb2. The double-strand (ds) breaks must then be repaired. Two
proteins, Die5 and Tku80, have been implicated in this terminal step. Cells lacking these proteins
excise IESs, but the resulting ds breaks are not rejoined (28, 41). The consequence of failed
repair is the wholesale loss of all detectable DNA from the developing macronuclei of the
exconjugants. The observation that TKu80 functions at this step reveals that the conserved nonhomologous end joining pathway assists with post-excision repair (28). The role of Die5 in the
DNA repair process is not well understood, but its homolog is likewise required for the
completion of IES excision in Paramecium (41).

Even though we can conceptually separate the assembly of DNA elimination complexes and the
actual excision of IESs, the mutants that we have assigned to these two steps cannot be
distinguished based solely on the phenotypes of mutant strains lacking the genes encoding each.
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Tpb2 is the only factor that we can unambiguously place in the IES excision step as it is known
to cleave IES ends; however, RNAi knockdown of TPB2 results in failure to form DNA
elimination foci (27). Thus Tpb2 depletion produces the same phenotype exhibited by ∆LIA4
cells, failure to form of Pdd1 foci and initiate excision of IESs. Mechanistically, Lia4 could
participate primarily in the assembly of a higher-order heterochromatic structure at IES loci. Colocalization of Lia4 with Pdd1 clearly shows that it is present in DNA elimination foci (Fig.
8,10). Once assembled, Lia4 and other associated proteins would stabilize IES chromatin, and
perhaps ensure maintenance of the modified histone through a round of DNA replication that
precedes IES excision. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that Lia4 acts during the
IES excision step, potentially by recruiting factors to ends of IESs or otherwise facilitating the
cutting process. It is difficult to differentiate between these possibilities because it remains
ambiguous whether the organization of IES DNA into elimination foci facilitates their excision
or, alternatively, whether the excision precipitates their formation. ∆TKU80 cells are able
conduct IES excision, yet fail to form DNA elimination foci, which demonstrates that IES
excision does not require formation of the largest versions of these structures (28). In contrast,
mutational analysis of TPB2 has revealed that Pdd1 foci will form in the presence of a noncatalytically active protein as long as the Tpb2 zinc finger domain is functional (58). Thus DNA
elimination structures form in the absence of cleavage. One reason we favor defining formation
of DNA elimination complexes and IES excision as separate, albeit linked, steps is that LIA4
(and LIA1 and 5) expression is induced several hours prior to expression of TPB2 and the
detection of excised IESs. Future studies are needed to understand the temporal assembly of the
proteins that direct accurate excision of the thousands of IESs.
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∆LIA4 cells fail to perform chromosome breakage, which provides more support that this event is
coordinated with IES excision. Many mutant strains in addition to ∆LIA4, such as ∆DCL1,
∆LIA5, and ∆PDD1, that fail to excise IESs also fail to fragment chromosomes (21, 31, 33, 35,
36). To our knowledge, no mutants have yet been identified in which IES excision fails and
chromosome breakage succeeds. Nonetheless, studies of DIE5 have shown that specific events
in these processes can be decoupled as ∆DIE5 cells form DNA elimination foci, yet fail at
chromosome breakage (41). This functional coupling could indicate that these two processes
share some common machinery, which would include Lia4, or alternatively, that the failure to
correctly assemble of IES chromatin in the absence of Lia4 has a major impact on the proper
organization of the genome, which in turn has pleiotropic effects on differentiation of the
nucleus, including the perturbation of chromosome breakage.

Despite confirming that both IES excision and chromosomal breakage fail to occur in ∆LIA4
cells, we observed phosphorylation of H2AX (γH2AX) in developing macronuclei (Fig. 9).
Detection of γH2AX in developing macronuclei was thought to result from ds breaks generated
during DNA rearrangement (55). In support of this idea, we reported that ∆LIA5 cells exhibited a
delayed or decreased accumulation γH2AX. However, ∆LIA4 cells fail to initiate chromosome
breakage or IES excision yet exhibit no decrease in γH2AX accumulation in developing
macronuclei. This appears to indicate that other events during nuclear differentiation can trigger
H2AX phosphorylation. Of course, we cannot exclude the possibility that ds breaks are not
introduced by Tbp2 at aberrant sites in the absence of Lia4, and that these ectopic breaks lead to
the accumulation of γH2AX. Alternatively, the phosphorylation of H2AX may simply be
developmentally regulated, occurring in preparation for the ds breaks that will be introduced by
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the excision machinery and does not require active sensing of DNA damage. It is also possible
that the appearance of γH2AX occurs in response to a process that does not require Lia4. Our
data does not allow us to differentiate between these possibilities. The phosphorylation of H2AX
is different in ∆LIA4, ∆PDD1 mutants, and wild-type strains in that these mutants exhibit
elevated levels of γH2AX in new micronuclei. This observation indicates an unexpected
crosstalk between these distinct nuclei as they are differentiated.

The putative CSD in Lia4 is its main defining feature, and its presence is consistent with our
assertion that this protein is a component of DNA elimination complexes. CSDs are dimerization
domains of HP1s that serves as interaction interfaces that stablize heterochromatic structures
(59). Mutations that interfere with HP1 dimerization disrupt the protein’s localization to
heterochromatin (6, 60). Similarly, we recently showed that mutation of the Pdd1 CSD severely
reduces production of viable progeny and inhibits formation of DNA elimination foci; however,
some IES excision still occurred, which suggests that other proteins, possibly including Lia4,
contribute to the overall stability of DNA elimination complexes (38). Mutational analysis of the
Lia4 CSD could reveal its importance. We had hoped to perform this study by assessing that
ability of both WT and a CSD mutant Lia4 to rescue the developmental lethality of ∆LIA4 cells.
Unfortunately, when we expressed WT Lia4 from the parental macronucleus, either induced
from an ectopic locus or after reintroducing it into the endogenous locus, the phenotypic rescue
that we observed was erratic and insufficiently robust to allow us to draw clear conclusions about
the mutant we wanted to test (data not shown). Lia4 is expressed between 6 h and 14 h of
conjugation (61), and it is likely that expression of the rescuing construct from the parental
macronucleus was insufficient to compensate for normal expression from both parental and
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zygotic genomes. Consistent with this assumption, we have had difficulty achieving reliable
rescue of other mutants for which the genes disrupted have similar expression profiles to Lia4
(data not shown).

If the Lia4 CSD indeed serves as an interaction surface recruiting other DNA elimination
proteins to the newly established heterochromatin of IESs, it would explain why DNA
elimination foci fail to form in its absence. With no other obvious functional domains, we think it
is likely that Lia4 is a structural protein linking the Pdd1-bound chromatin to other proteins that
functionally reorganize the differentiating genome. For example, the CSD of mammalian HP1α
interacts with BRG1, a component of the SWI-SNF chromatin remodeling complex (62). The
activity of BRG1 facilitates HP1α binding to chromatin by creating a more open chromatin state.
In addition, HP1α inhibits the chromatin remodeling activity of BRG1 by preventing it from
binding a key region in histone H3 (63). Interestingly, zygotic expression of the Tetrahymena
BRG1 homologue, TtBRG1, is required for completion of conjugation and formation of DNA
elimination foci indicating its key role in DNA rearrangement (32). Both Lia4 and TtBRG1 are
required after histone methylation, and it would be informative to determine whether either one
requires the other to function and cooperate in the DNA rearrangement pathway.

Although both Pdd1 and Lia4 have CSDs, they may interact with different partner proteins. In
vertebrates, the CSD of HP1 has been shown to interact with proteins containing a PxVxL motif.
Five conserved residues are critical to this interaction: F163, Y164, R167, L168, and W170 in
Mus Musculus HP1β (50). Alignment of this region with Lia4 shows that only F163 and Y164
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are conserved identically in the Lia4 CSD (Fig. 1a) and strongly suggests that Lia4 partners
possess a different interaction motif. In fact, the sequence of the CSD of Lia4 differs at many
residues from those found in vertebrate HP1s. Regardless of this sequence dissimilarity, the Lia4
CSD is predicted to form an alpha helical structure characteristic of all CSDs. Because Lia4 has
no homology to HP1 outside of the CSD, it is difficult to determine if this predicted alpha helical
structure is a result of convergent or divergent evolution.

The Lia4 CSD is very similar to a region found in LFL1, a constitutively expressed gene of
unknown function. Many of the process necessary for completion of conjugation are necessary
for vegetative growth as well.

For example, the action of TtBrg1, presumably chromatin

remodeling, is required for both completion of conjugation and vegetative growth (32). Our
results indicate that Lia4 participates in organizing IES loci in the nucleus. Perhaps Lfl1
performs an analogous function during vegetative growth, conjugation, or both on non-IES loci.
Future comparative analysis could help to determine how this shared domain has been adapted to
roles during different stages of the Tetrahymena life cycle. Further study of Lia4 and Lfl1 could
help to identify the mechanistic roles these proteins play in Tetrahymena and thereby reveal why
Lia4 is essential for the execution of the DNA rearrangement during differentiation of the
somatic genome.
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Figure 1. LIA4 contains a putative CSD and is conserved in Tetrahymena. Alignments of
the Lia4 CSD with (A) Mus musculus Cbx1; Homo sapien Cbx1, Cbx3, and Cbx5; Drosophila
melanogaster HP1a; and Schizosaccharomyces pombe Swi6 and (B) the Lia4 and L4L
homologues found in Tetrahymena thermophila, ellioti, malaccensis, and borealis. The
conserved alpha helices are indicated by cylinder drawings above them. Amino acids identical
to the consensus sequence of Mus musculus Cbx1 are labeled with black boxes, amino acids with
strongly similar properties are labeled with dark grey boxes, and amino acids with weakly
similar properties are labeled with light grey boxes.
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Figure 2. Germline knockout of LIA4. (A) Southern blot analysis to verify the genotype of
∆LIA4 lines. Genomic DNA was digested with EcoRI and hybridized with the probe show in the
diagram on the right. The WT LIA4 locus and the locus when LIA4 is replaced with neo3 are
depicted in the diagram. EcoRI sites are labeled RI. The knockout fragment (black arrow) is 4.8
kb and the WT fragment (white arrow) is 2.0 kb. A background band present in all samples is
labeled with a grey arrow. The results from two WT strains and two ∆LIA4 lines in which all
copies of LIA4 have been removed are shown. (B) RT-PCR to confirm lack of LIA4 expresson
in ∆LIA4 lines. Total RNA from vegatatively growing, starving, or conjugating (at 3h, 6h, 9h, or
12h post-mixing) ∆LIA4 and WT lines was collected. It was converted to cDNA and used as a
template for PCR with primers that amplify either LIA4 or HHP1 (a positive control). Reverse
transcriptase (RT) is omitted from a set of reactions to control for DNA contamination.
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Figure 3. ∆LIA4 lines arrest late in conjugation. (A) Progeny production, the percentage of
cells that complete conjugation without aborting mating or dying, is plotted for both WT and
∆LIA4 matings. (B) The nuclear morphology of DAPI stained conjugants was used to determine
what stage of macronuclear development the cell is undergoing. 100 individual cells were
counted at 8h, 12h, 16h, and 32h post-mixing. Four major post-zygotic stages are depicted in the
diagram at the top. (C) Representative DAPI staining images from cells late in the conjugation
process are shown. WT cells only contain one micronucleus where ∆LIA4 arrest and contain two
micronuclei.
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Figure 4. ∆LIA4 lines fail to rearrange IESs. DNA rearrangement was monitored at five
separate loci (M, R, C, B, and D). Genomic DNA was collected from WT, ∆LIA4, and ∆DCL1
matings at 32h post-mixing and used as a template for PCR. Primers spanning the IESs are used
and the diagrams at the bottom show the predicted sizes if IES rearrangement has failed (labeled
U to the right of the diagram) or not (labeled R) at these loci. Bands indicating a failure of DNA
rearrangement are labeled U for unrearranged or R for rearranged to the right of the gel.
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Figure 5. ∆LIA4 lines fail to excise IESs. Excision was monitored by detection of the excised,
circularized M IES. Genomic DNA was collected at 10h, 12h, 14hr, 16hr and 18hr post-mixing
and used as a template for nested PCR. Arrows on schematic of the PCR strategy represent
nested primer sets used in the assay. The solid arrowhead indicates the expected product size for
precise excision. The open arrowhead denotes an excised circle using alternative deletion
boundaries.
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Figure 6. LIA4 is required for chromosome breakage. Southern blot of EcoRI (RI) digested
genomic DNA collected from post-conjugation ∆DCL1, WT, and ∆LIA4 matings. The LIA1
locus probe (denoted as a black bar) used detects: 1) a 7.8 kb internal fragment common to both
micro (mic)- and macronuclei; 2) a 10.5 kb fragment specific to unbroken chromosomes; 3) a 2.2
kb terminal fragment indicative of de novo breakage in the new macronuclei (nm); and 4) a 2.6
kb terminal fragment with elongated telomeres (Tel) of parental macronuclei (pm) of unmated
cells. The 10.5 kb fragment indicating an unbroken locus is labeled with U and a black arrow to
the left of the results. The 2.2 kb fragment indicating de novo breakage is labeled with B and a
grey arrow. The RI indicates EcoRI sites on the diagram.
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Figure 7. ∆LIA4 lines fail to form Pdd1p foci. Pdd1-YFP was expressed in WT or ∆LIA4
mating cells. Florescent images from cells 15 h post-mixing are shown. The developing
macronuclei are labeled with white arrows and the parental macronuclei are labeled with white
arrowheads. The scale bars represent 10 microns. DIC, differential interference contrast, and
Pdd1-YFP images are shown.
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Figure 8. LIA4 is not required for the establishment of H3K9me2 and H3K27me3 in the
developing macronucleus. Immunofluorescence staining of (A) H3K9me2 and (B) H3K27me3
levels in WT and ∆LIA4 lines at 9 h post-mixing. The left panels show DAPI counterstaining of
the developing nuclei. The middle panels show immunofluoresence images from (A) H3K9me2
and (B) H3K27me3 staining. Boxes in the middle panel show the region that is magnified in the
right panel. The scale bars represent 10 microns.
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Figure 9. Lia4 and Pdd1 colocalize in developing macronuclei. Pdd1-CFP and Lia4mCherry were expressed in WT mating cells. Florescent images from cells (A) 5 h, (B) 10 h, (C,
D) 12 h, (E, F) 13 h, and (G, H) 15 h are shown. Boxes in panels C, E, and G represent the
regions magnified in panels D, F, and H respectively. The scale bars represent 10 microns. DIC,
differential interference contrast; Pdd1-CFP; and Lia4-mCherry images are shown.
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Figure 10. IES excision is not required for phosphorylation of histone H2AX in developing
macronuclei. Immunofluoresncense staining of phosphorylated histone H2AX (γH2AX) in WT,
∆LIA4, and ∆PDD1 lines at 10 h and 15 h post-mixing. DAPI counterstaining and γH2AX
immunoflourescence images are shown. The scale bars represent 10 microns.
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Primer Purpose and
Name
Creating the Knockout
Cassette

Primer Sequence

LIA4LARMFKPN
LIA4LARMRHIND
LIA4RARMFSACII
LIA4RARMRSACI
Screening for Knockout
Lines

GATCGGTACCATTTTTGATTTAATAGGGCTGAACC
GATCAAGCTTGTCGACGGCGCGCCTGTACATCAACCATTTGAAGGCAAAATAACG
GATCCCGCGGACAGTTTTCTTAATTCACTTTTCCA
GATCGAGCTCGGTACCAGAAAACAATCACTTGAAAAAGCAC

LIA4MTTLR
LIA4GENLF
LIA4GENLR
LIA4MTTRF
LIA4GENRR
LIA4GENRF
RT PCR to Confirm
Knockout Lines

AACATTCAAACATTGTGCACTAAATA
TTGTCATTCCCTCCTCTCTAAA
GCTTTTTTCTTATTTCCAGCTTCA
CCTTCTATCGCCTTCTTGAC
TCAATAAATGTGAATATCTTAGGAGTT
CCAAATAATAATAATAATTCGATCAG

LIA4RTR3
LIA4SEQ3
hhp1-RT-Fw
hhp1-RT-Rv
Detection of Circular
IES Excision Products

TCATTTTCTATTTTGCTCAACAAATC
ACTGTAGATGATTTAGGAAGAAG
GGAGCTTCAACTCATTAAACACG
TCGGGAGAAGCATACTTAGCA

M_circle1_RV
M_circle0.9_FW1
M_circle2_RV
M_circle0.9_FW2
Assay Rearrangement
of IESs

CCTTATTAAGTGATCTAAAGACCCAAG
GAAACCCATCCCCCTTTTT
AACTTATTGAAATTCGGCTAACATTATG
TTGTCTTGAATGTTTACAAAAATGTG

M110
M1194
IES1_MDSL-110
IES1_MDSR-31
IES7_MDSL-112
IES7_MSDR-158
IES11_MDSL-42
IES11_MDSR-34
R5'(168-sense)-2
R3'(1453-anti)-2
Creating the LIA4-

TACGATAGATCGACTGACGG
GTGGGGAGGGAGAAGGATTCAAC
TGGAAGATCTACTTCAAAGCGAAT
CCAGCTAGACACCCTGTATCAA
GGATTGATTGGCATAAATGGA
AAGCCCAGAATACCGCAGTTC
GGCCACAATATACTAAGGCAATTT
GGCCACCTTGATACCAGTTT
AATTATTCTTTATAATCTGACTC
AAGATAGTTCTAGAATAAGAC
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mCherry construct
LIA4ENDOCTERM5F
LIA4ENDOCTERM5R
LIA4ENDOCTERM3F
LIA4ENDOCTERM3R

GATCGCGGCCGCTGTTGATAGTGCAAACGGTG
GATCGGATCCAAAAACGAGTTTTTCTTTTAATTCTTATTG
GATCGTCGACAAAATAAGTCTATGTTACTTTGTATTTACAG
GATCCTCGAGACCCATTGAGACCAAAAGAC

Table1. Primers Used in This Study.
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Chapter 3
LOCALIZATION STUDIES IN TETRAHYMENA
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Relationship to my dissertation research and training
During my graduate training, I had extensive opportunities to mentor students, both
independently in the laboratory and through structured educational experiences. Through these
efforts, I was able to expand the scope of my research beyond the study of Lia4 and DNA
rearrangements to examine multiple genes and associated biological processes. As the genome
sequence of Tetrahymena thermophila was completed just as I entered graduate school,
opportunities abounded to examine pathways that would inform the lab studies of nuclear
differentiation. We examine candidate genes/processes in which we obtained detailed
understanding of their cellular organization and took a network approach to identify novel
candidates based largely on their similar expression with a gene of interest, LIA4.

This chapter describes the localization of various fluorescently tagged proteins that students have
conducted under Dr. Chalker’s and my guidance. Much of this work was performed in a
structured classroom setting with requisite limitations on time and resources. Despite these
confines, we were able to gain extensive knowledge of many previously uncharacterized genes.
These studies represent contributions to the understanding of Tetrahymena biology, which I
discuss in this chapter. Furthermore this approach represents an excellent way to train young
scientists in a classroom setting while conducting novel research.
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Introduction: High-throughput Cell Biology Using Tetrahymena
Tetrahymena has proven to be an excellent system for cell biology studies. The large size and
complexity of the Tetrahymena cell and nuclei allow one to resolve sub-cellular and sub-nuclear
structures and identify factors critical for the formation and function of these structures. One
successful strategy to identify novel factors of interest that took advantage of both the ease of
visualization of these large single cell organisms and the ability to easily introduce DNA for
stable expression was to create a library of GFP-cDNA fusions. This GFP-based cytological
strategy was developed in the screen that uncovered the LIA genes, and my efforts that revealed
that LIA4 is essential for development provides further evidence for the utility of this approach.
In the original screen, the first Tetrahymena GFP expression vectors were created, which enabled
creation of a library of cDNAs-fusions from developmentally expressed polyadenylated RNAs,
expressed under the control of the PDD1 promoter. In summary, ~22,000 Tetrahymena
transformants, expressing various fusion constructs, were visualized during conjugation.
Through the process, the five novel LIA genes that localize specifically to developing
macronuclei were identified (Yao et al., 2007). Four of the genes; LIA1, LIA3, LIA4, and LIA5;
were further investigated and shown to be involved in DNA rearrangement (Rexer & Chalker,
2007; Carle & Chalker, unpublished data; Chapter 2, Shieh & Chalker, 2013, ). Thus, although
labor intensive, this screen was extremely fruitful in terms of identifying novel components in a
poorly understood yet critical process.

The original library screen was particularly advantageous at a time prior to the sequencing of
Tetrahymena genome and when identifying the genetic lesion underlying phenotypic mutants
was not routinely feasible. The above strategy allowed recovery of the library construct and
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identification of the gene fusion producing a localization of interest. Nevertheless, the
availability of ab initio gene prediction from genome analyses made it possible to identify large
numbers of candidates to study. This led our lab to develop a Tetrahymena expression system
that is conducive to medium- to high-throughput investigation of candidate genes. Available
expression vectors were adapted to incorporate to Gateway Recombination Cloning (Life
Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), which allows one to rapidly and efficiently generate fluorescent
protein fusions. PCR amplification of a candidate gene and subsequent ligation into a pENTR
vectors generates a versatile “entry” vectors. Subsequent site-specific recombination between att
sites flanking the ORF cloned in the entry vector mediates the transfer into a “destination” vector
that will facilitate expression of this ORF, fused to a desired epitope, from a linked Tetrahymena
promoter. Our lab has designed various destination vectors in which the recombined ORF is
fluorescently tagged and expressed using a cadmium inducible promoter (Fig. 1 shows an
overview of the strategy with a C-terminal YFP fusion vector, pICY-gtw). This approach is
much less labor intensive than the approach used to screen for the LIA genes and allows for the
rapid investigation of candidate genes.

The availability of the annotated Tetrahymena genome allows one to identify candidate genes
based on the presence of conserved domains (www.ciliate.org). Additionally, the temporal
expression pattern of all Tetrahymena ORFs has been determined by microarray (Miao et al.,
2009) and is easily accessed through a publically available database (Xiong et al., 2011). This
allows one to generate extensive lists of candidate genes involved in processes occurring in
Tetrahymena. The ease in which one can create expression vectors combined with the ability to
generate extensive candidate gene lists provides a powerful system in which relatively
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inexperienced scientists can rapidly and easily conduct meaningful research. The results
generated using this system and their biological significance are discussed in this chapter.

Biology 3492: Laboratory Experiments with Eukaryotic Microbes, authentic research with
undergraduates
Biology 3492 is an upper level laboratory course in which the students enrolled learn how to
study genes using molecular and cell biology approaches. Critical to the work presented in this
chapter, the students enrolled in this class conduct novel research providing them with an
excellent training experience while generating original data to characterize pathways and/or
classes of candidate genes. Prior to my involvement in the course, students initiated the study of
Dicer homologs (Malone, Anderson, Motl, Rexer, & Chalker, 2005) and the characterization of
the nuclear import machinery of Tetrahymena (Malone et al., 2008), both resulting in
publications with the students acknowledged or as authors. In 2009 and 2011, we used this
opportunity to investigate genes involved in nucleolar function. In 2012, we selected candidate
genes suspected to form or regulate chromatin structure or those co-expressed with LIA4. In the
work described below, 40 students contributed to the research findings discussed.

Tetrahymena Nucleolar Structure
Our studies of DNA rearrangements involve extensive characterization of DNA elimination foci
that partition nearly one-third of the genome into discrete nuclear bodies. To inform our
understanding of these nuclear structures and their relationship to others, we investigated known
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processes that exhibit highly organized sub-nuclear structures. The nucleolus occupies definable
regions in the nucleus and is the site of ribosome biogenesis, the assembly of the RNA/protein
complex that translates mRNA into polypeptides. The nucleolus forms around chromosomal
segments called nucleolar organizer regions which contain tandem copies of ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) genes (Pikaard, 2000). These genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase I or III (e.g. the
5S rRNA) into long ribosomal RNA precursors and then processed into smaller rRNAs. Once
processed, they are assembled into larger ribosomal subunits able to translate mRNAs. These
processes occur in different regions of the nucleolus. Transcription of rRNA genes occurs in the
fibrillar centers, the inner-most region of the nucleolus, while the assembly into ribosomes
occurs in the dense fibrillar component, a dense region surrounding the fibrillar centers (Koberna
et al., 2002).

Unlike the tandem repeats of rRNA genes found in other organisms, Tetrahymena contains only
a single copy of the rRNA genes in its micronuclear genome. However, as part of macronuclear
development this single copy is processed out of germ line derived chromosomes and forms its
own mini chromosome, which is subsequently amplified to ~9000 thousand copies (Yao, 1982).
Thus, although there are many copies present, they are not found in contiguous tandem repeats.
Consequently, Tetrahymena nucleoli do not form one of a few sub-nuclear bodies, but are visible
as many small structures localized preferentially to the macronuclear periphery. The study of
Tetrahymena nucleoli presented an opportunity to investigate how 10’s to 100’s of co-regulated
genes can be organized into specific sub-nuclear regions. We were also interested to examine
whether proteins involved in ribosome biogenesis appear to self-assemble these structures.
Tetrahymena macronuclear development offers an advantageous biological context to examine
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this second question as new ribosomal RNA gene transcription initiates and nucleoli are formed
de novo. Using florescent tagging and live cell imaging, we aimed to determine whether the
mini-nucleoli of Tetrahymena exhibit functional bipartite structure as observed in large nucleoli.

To generate a list of candidate genes, we searched the Tetrahymena genome for homology to
genes with known nucleolar localization and/or function in Saccharomyces cerevisiae or Homo
sapien. We have used the Tetrahymena Genome Database (www.ciliate.org) Ttherm gene
identifier as the gene name. This identifier and the conserved domains present in the gene or
homologues of interest are listed in Table 1. We used the Gateway Recombination Cloning
system and vectors we developed to clone and express these genes in Tetrahymena. Several of
these exhibited subnuclear localization patterns in vegatatively growing Tetrahymena. Two
classes of subnuclear localization were observed: 1) ones exhibiting punctuate localization which
we termed “dots” and 2) ones exhibiting a subnuclear yet less punctuate localization which we
termed “splotches”. We also cloned and expressed a previously characterized component of the
Tetrahymena nucleolus, NOPP52 (McGrath et al., 1997), to provide as a control and found that it
localized similar to dot proteins. Three proteins exhibited dot localization: Ttherm_00558040,
Ttherm_00152140, and Ttherm_00384800 (NOPP52). Five proteins exhibited splotch
localization: Ttherm_00050590, Ttherm_00138080, Ttherm_00408740, Ttherm_00242500,
Ttherm_00497150.
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The availability of destination vectors with alternative florescent tags allowed us to conduct colocalization experiments to compare the localization pattern of these various proteins. We found
that all proteins we had characterized as dots completely colocalized with other dot proteins (data
not shown). Similarly, we found that all proteins we had characterized as splotches completely
colocalized with other splotch proteins (a representative colocalization between two splotch
proteins is shown in Fig. 2). When conducting co-localization experiments comparing dots and
splotches, we found that splotches occupied a larger zone than dots and that dots occupied the
interior of this zone (a representative colocalization between a splotch and a dot protein is shown
in Fig. 3). These two different localization patterns may be indicative of localization to different
regions of the nucleolus. The punctuate localization of dots suggest they are part of the fibrillar
center region, while the localization of splotches suggests that are part of both the fibrillar center
region as well as the dense fibrillar component region.

Genes Co-expressed with Lia4
In 2012, we took a different approach to creating a list of genes to study. Instead of studying
many candidate genes of similar families or likely involved in the same process, we decided to
study genes with similar expression patterns. We chose this approach both for biological and
pedagogical reasons that will not be discussed in this dissertation. However, the way in which we
identified the genes we would study provided us an opportunity to identify factors involved in
macronuclear development. We were interested in identifying factors that may function in the
same processes as Lia4, so we looked for genes with a similar expression pattern to Lia4. To
create this list we used the Tetrahymena Functional Genomics Database (TFGD,
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http://tfgd.ihb.ac.cn) (Xiong et al., 2013). TFGD lists all the genes with similar expression
patterns to a selected gene of interest. We investigated 500 genes with expression patterns
similar to Lia4 and from these selected 22 that contained various conserved domains. We
favored genes with relatively low AT content at the 5’ and 3’ end of the genes so we could
design PCR primers that would lead to the successful amplification of these genes. Of these 22,
we examined the localization of 13. The Ttherm identifier, conserved domains present, and its
predicted function or the potential process it could be involved in are listed in Table 2.

Many of the localization patterns were noteworthy, but I will only discuss four of them. Also, I
will use the name the students provided for these proteins. 1) Ttherm_01386060, a 14-3-3
domain containing protein, is called Ftt13. 2) Ttherm_00221150, a putative nucleoside
transmembrane transporter, is called Ntt1. 3) Ttherm_00780530, a casein kinase II regulatory
subunit β homologue, is called CkIIβ. 4) Ttherm_01000180, a casein kinase II regulatory subunit
α homologue, is called CkIIα. The results obtained in the study of these proteins have provided
insight into processes that occur during Tetrahymena conjugation.

Ftt13 is 14-3-3 domain containing protein expressed exclusively during conjugation. 14-3-3
domain proteins bind to phosphorylated serines or threonines present in many proteins involved
in signaling cascades such kinases, phosphatases, and transmembrane receptors. For example,
14-3-3 proteins help to regulate cell cycle progression by binding Cdc25, a phosphatase
important for the G1 to S and G2 to M transition of the cell cycle. By binding Cdc25, it
sequesters it to the cytoplasm preventing it from acting on its nuclear targets and preventing cell
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cycle progression (Cann & Hicks, 2007). In vegetatively growing Tetrahymena, induced Ftt13
localized faintly to the cytoplasm, a common localization observed when proteins are ectopically
expressed and likely indicating it plays no role in vegetative growth (Fig. 3A).

When expression is induced during conjugation, Ftt13 forms into long fibrous structures
emerging from the conjugation junction and extending in the cytoplasm of both mating partners
(Fig. 3B). These fibrous structures do not colocalize with either TetB (Fig. 3C), an oral apparatus
protein characterized by a Bio3492 student in 2008; or Cit1 (Fig. 3D), an intermediate filament
protein found at the conjugation junction early during conjugation (Kojima, Chiba, Watanabe, &
Numata, 1995; Numata, Hirono, & Watanabe, 1983). This indicates that the Ftt13 fibers
represent novel structures not yet characterized in Tetrahymena. To determine if the emergence
of these fibers was linked to the emergence of the developing macronucleus, Ftt13-YFP
expressing cells were mated to a B*VII strain. B*VII strains fail to develop new macronuclei,
aborting the conjugation process before they emerge. However, Ftt13 localization resembles that
observed in WT matings indicating that the formation of these structures is not linked to
emergence of the developing macronucleus (data not shown). Further study is required to
determine the role of these structures in the conjugation process. Perhaps additional localization
studies will help to identify additional proteins present in these structures and provide additional
insight into their role.

Ntt1 is a putative nucleoside transmembrane transporter that is constitutively expressed but
upregulated four- to fivefold from four hours to fourteen hours during conjugation. Nucleoside
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transmembrane transporters are important in salvaging exogenous nucleosides and nucleobases
to provide building blocks for the synthesis of nucleotides. For example, hENT; the human
nucleoside transmembrane transporter most similar to Ntt1; transports hypoxanthine, adenine,
guanine, uracil, and thymine across the plasma membrane (Sundaram et al., 2001). Despite its
reported constitutive expression, when expression of NTT1 was induced in vegetative growing
Tetrahymena no protein accumulation was observed (data not shown).

When expression was induced during conjugation, localization to macronuclear membranes was
observed. In particular, Ntt1 strongly accumulates on the membrane of the parental
macronucleus (Fig. 4). During conjugation, the parental macronucleus sustains transcription for
the first roughly six hours then is broken down as the developing macronucleus emerges and
begins to be transcribed. The localization of Ntt1 to the parental macronucleus suggests that
nucleosides and nucleobases generated during this macronuclear degradation are transported out
of this nucleus and salvaged. Futher experimentation, such as tracking labeled nucleosides could
help to determine if this were the case. The synthesis of the extensively polyploid developing
macronucleus requires many nucleotides which could be generated from salvaged nucleosides
and nucleobases. Knockout of Ntt1 could help to investigate this possibility and determine if its
activity was necessary for the development of the macronucleus.

Casein Kinase II is a highly conserved serine/threonine protein kinase that phosphorylates many
enzymes, growth factors, cytoskeletal proteins, and transcription factors. Casein Kinase II
holoezyme is composed of two catalytic and two regulatory subunits (Pinna, 1997). The proteins
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we studied, CkIIα and CkIIβ, are homologues of Casein Kinase II regulatory subunits α and β.
Both proteins are consitutively expressed in Tetrahymena but are upregulated four- to fivefold
from six to fourteen hours during conjugation. During vegetative growth, both proteins localize
to the cytoplasm (data not shown). They may play a critical role during this growth stage, but
this localization pattern provides little information for what this role may be. These subunits may
also be simply sequestered in the cytoplasm to prevent their action in nucleus during this growth
phase.

When expression of CkIIα and CkIIβ is induced during conjugation they exhibit a dynamic
localization pattern. Early in conjugation, both proteins retain the cytoplasmic localization
observed during vegetative growth (Fig. 4A,B). But as conjugation progresses these proteins
begin to localize diffusely in developing macronuclei and then form small, punctate foci late in
the conjugation process (Fig. 4C). Both subunits colocalized in these foci indicating that are
associated similar to what is observed in other systems (data not shown). This dynamic
localization could indicate a mobilization of their action. These punctate foci were similar to
DNA elimination foci, so we colocalized CkIIβ with Pdd1, a marker for DNA elimination foci.
We found that these proteins did not colocalize indicating that the CkIIα/β foci represent a
different subnuclear structure than DNA elimination foci (data not shown). The nuclear
localization of these subunits indicates a role in transcription. One possibility is that the Casein
Kinase II holoezyme facilitates transcription of ribosomal RNA. In human cells, CKII
phosphorylates the transcription initiation factor TIF-IA releasing it from RNA Polymerase I and
triggering transcriptional elongation at rRNA genes. This critical function is essential for
transcription of rRNA (Bierhoff, Dundr, Michels, & Grummt, 2008). It is possible that
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Tetrahymena CKII could help to facilitate the transcription of rRNA in developing macronuclei.
Colocalization with nucleolar factors identified in Section ii. could help to investigate this
possibility.

Localization of HP1-likes
Lia4 was originally reported to contain no conserved domains, but once we conducted a more
thorough analysis we found that it did contain a region with similarity to other Tetrahymena
proteins. By conducting BLAST searches (www.ciliate.org) of the predicted Tetrahymena
proteome using 100 amino acid queries at a time, we found a region with similarity to two other
proteins and Pdd1. Upon further investigation, we determined that like Pdd1, these other proteins
were similar to HP1 and that these region of similarity resembled a chromoshadow domain. In
addition, we found that these other two proteins had a similar expression pattern to Lia4.
Although their expression is limited to conjugation, their expression pattern is slightly different
than Lia4 in that they are expressed from two to four hours in the conjugation process before
they reach the peak of their expression (Xiong et al., 2011). We reasoned that because these
genes were HP1-like and had an expression pattern similar to Lia4, it was fairly likely that they
were involved the process of DNA rearrangement. Thus, we decided to use our Gateway
Recombination system to investigate their localization and test this hypothesis. We named the
genes Heterochromatin Protein 1 Like 1 and 2 (HPL1 and HPL2).

Our Gateway Recombination system allowed us to investigate the localization of multiple
proteins in a high-throughput manner, so we decided to investigate as many HP1-like genes as
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possible to increase the likelihood that we would identify genes with noteworthy localization
patterns. By looking through other genes co-expressed with Lia4, we were able to find two
additional genes with chromodomains that we named HPL4 and HPL5. In retrospect, these genes
should have not been referred to as HP1-like because they contain no discernible chromoshadow
domains; an important hallmark of HP1-like proteins. These genes are located adjacent to one
another in the genome and are very similar in size and gene structure suggesting one or the other
may have originated from gene duplication. An alignment of their peptide sequences shows the
high level of similarity between these proteins (Fig. 7). Automated gene ontology assignments of
the Tetrahymena proteome identified three additional HP1-like genes that we named HPL6,
HPL7, and CDL1. HPL6 is constitutively expressed but upregulated two- to threefold from four
to eight hours during conjugation. HPL7 is expressed constitutively at low levels, but is
upregulated forty fivefold at two hours during conjugation and then tenfold until twelve hours
into conjugation. CDL1 was investigated in another study by an undergraduate in the lab. We
identified an additional HP1-like gene that was mis-annotated by automated gene annotation and
named it HPL3. Because it was mis-annotated, no microarray data is available about its
expression profile.

Through the work of Cara Schornak, a high school student under my mentorship, and two
students in Biology 3492, we investigated the localization of Hpl1-7. We used our Gateway
Recombination system to clone and express all but Hpl2, for which we were unable to generate
an entry vector. For Hpl2, we generated a c-terminal mCherry florescent protein fusion, which
we introduced into its endogenous locus (Kataoka, Schoeberl, & Mochizuki, 2010). To
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investigate the role these proteins could play in Tetrahymena conjugation and macronuclear
development, we localized them all (except Hpl3) during conjugation.

We found that each of these chromodomain-containing proteins accumulated within developing
macronuclei with differing intensities and exhibited distinctive sub-nuclear localization patterns.
Hpl1, Hpl2, and Hpl4 exhibited similar localization patterns in the developing macronucleus;
they have a diffuse localization but as conjugation proceeds they formed into subnuclear foci. To
investigate whether these subnuclear foci were DNA elimination foci we colocalized Hpl1 and
Hpl2 with Pdd1. We found that both proteins strongly colocalized with Pdd1 indicating that they
were present in DNA elimination foci (Fig 8, data from Hpl2 is reported in Chapter 4). In
contrast, Hpl5, a paralog of Hpl4 likely evolved from a recent gene duplication, remained
relatively diffuse in the macronucleus even late into conjugation. Its failure to concentrate into
nuclear foci indicates that it is unlikely to be present in DNA elimination complexes (Fig 9). Its
distinctive localization relative to Hpl4 suggests that these two proteins have diverged in
function since the presumed gene duplication event.

Hpl6 had a relatively weak expression in the developing macronucleus and did not localize into
subnuclear foci. Instead it was more strongly expressed in the parental macronucleus. All Hpls
examined except Hpl7 exhibited some degree of parental macronuclear localization (data not
shown), but Hpl6 was the most strongly expressed. Hpl6 is expressed in the macronucleus of
vegetatively growing Tetrahymena as well (Fig. 10). Based on these data, it is unlikely that Hpl6
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plays a critical role in the developing macronucleus. Instead, it likely plays a role in the
vegetative growth phase of the Tetrahymena life cycle. However, both the increased expression
during conjugation and the localization to the parental macronucleus suggest it may play a role in
the parental macronucleus early in conjugation before it degrades. Very little is known about
processes that occur in the parental macronucleus, so further investigation of Hpl6 could yield
valuable information regarding these processes.

Hpl7 exhibited the most unique localization pattern. In vegetatively growing cells, Hpl7 localizes
only to the micronucleus. Hpl7 is expressed as early as two hours during conjugation and
continues to localize only to the micronucleus. It remains localized to micronuclei throughout
conjugation as long as we follow its expression. We have observed it expressed in developing
macronuclei as well although this result has been difficult to reproduce experimentally (data not
shown). The lack of H3K9me3 in the micronucleus suggests that it does not use its
chromodomain to bind this mark. However, H3K27me3 present in the micronucleus could be
bound by Hpl7. Further investigation could help to investigate this possibility.

Tetrahymena contains multiple HP1-like proteins providing us an opportunity to study how
various HP1s can function within a single cell. The HP1-like proteins we have localized show
different localization patterns indicating that they serve separate functions. Hpl6 likely plays a
role in the macronucleus during vegetative growth or in the parental macronucleus during
conjugation. Hpl7 could bind H3K27me3 in the micronucleus during all growth phases and help
to maintain the silent state of the micronucleus. Hpl5 may play a role in macronuclear
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development. Hpl1, Hpl2, and Hpl4 localize to DNA elimination foci making them excellent
candidates for involvement in DNA rearrangement. In the next chapter, we report our findings
exploring this possibility with Hpl2.

Described in this chapter are our efforts to characterize many separate factors involved in nuclear
organization or macronuclear differentiation. We have identified components of the
Tetrahymena nucleoli exhibiting two separate localization patterns providing insight into the
organization of Tetrahymena nucleoli. By examining genes co-expressed with Lia4; we
uncovered novel structures marked by Ftt13 extending from the conjugation junction, identified
Ntt1 as a nucleoside transmembrane transporter enriched on the nuclear membrane of parental
macronuclei, and showed that Tetrahymena Casein Kinase II regulatory subunits exhibit a
dynamic localization during conjugation. We also determined that Tetrahymena HP1
homologues exhibit a diversity of localization patterns suggesting a diversity of function.
Pertinent to the major aims of this dissertation, we identified Hpl1, Hpl2, and Hpl4 as
components of DNA elimination foci.
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Figure 1: Cloning Strategy Utilized to Create GOI-YFP Fusions For Localization Studies.
A) The Gene of Interest (GOI) is amplified by PCR and B) ligated into a pENTR vector to create
an entry vector. C) The GOI is transferred into the destination vector, pICY-gtw, by site specific
recombination that replaces a Gateway (GTW) cassette to create D) an expression vector where
Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP) is fused to its c-terminus and its expression is controlled by
the CdCl2 inducible Metallothionein 1 promoter (Mtt1p).
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Domains of Interest/Conserved
Ttherm # Homologue Homologue
1 00035630 ScRPF2
Brix domain
2 00004830 ScSSF1
Brix domain
3 00009554 HsDKC1
Dyskerin
4 01151550 ScMRT4
Hypothetical Protein
5 00028590 ScNOP2
NOL1/NOP2/sun family protein
6 00499610 ScNOP2
NOL1/NOP2/sun family protein
7 00558040 ScNop56
SnoRNA binding domain
8 00050590 ScNop58
SnoRNA binding domain
9 00113340 ScNop56/58 SnoRNA binding domain
10 00138080 HsFBL
Fibrillarin
11 00726120 ScDIM1
dimethyladenosine transferase protein
12 00408740 HsNCL
RNA-binding domain
13 00384800 HsNCL
Nopp52
14 00384810 HsNCL
Nopp52
15 00023990 HsNCL
Splicing factor 3B subunit 4
16 00242500 ScNOG1
Hypothetical Protein
17 00497150 ScGHAS1
DEAD/DEAH box helicase protein
18 00152140 ScIMP4
Brix domain
19 00484740 HsU2AF65 splicing factor U2AF 50 kDa subunit
20 00023990 ScHRP1
Splicing factor 3B subunit 4
21 00594210 ScSNP1
U1 snoRNP 70kDa
22 00557810 ScNAM8
RNA-binding domain
23 00486830 ScSNP1
nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1
24 00723290 ScSMB
Sm protein
25 01403810 ScSMD2
Sm protein

Table 1: Genes Investigated for Nucleolar Localization in Bio 3492 Spring 2009/10.
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Figure 2: Co-Localization of Two Splotch Proteins. Shown in the upper panels are zoomed
out images of a vegetatively growing cell expressing Ttherm_00050590-YFP and
Ttherm_00242500-CFP. Shown in the bottom panels are zoomed in images of the same cell to
show colocalization of the two proteins. Figure adapted from Doug Larson. DIC, Differential
Interference Contrast.
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Figure 3: Co-Localization of a Dot and a Splotch Protein. Shown in the upper panels are
zoomed out images of a vegetatively growing cell expressing Ttherm_00558040-YFP and
Ttherm_00242500-CFP. Shown in the bottom panels are zoomed in images of the same cell to
show the differential localization exhibited by the two proteins. Figure adapted from Doug
Larson. DIC, Differential Interference Contrast.
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TGD gene ID
TTHERM_00218980
TTHERM_00780530
TTHERM_01386060
TTHERM_00221150
TTHERM_00143680
TTHERM_01000180
TTHERM_00146040
TTHERM_00760380
TTHERM_00300030
TTHERM_00492780
TTHERM_00106970
TTHERM_01194820
TTHERM_00470530

Conserved Domain
G-Patch Domain
Casein Kinase II Regulatory Subunit
14-3-3
Nucleoside Transmembrane Transporter Family
Autophagy protein Atg16 (dig)
Serine/Threonine Kinase
Bromodomain
SMR domain
Kinase
Hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase
Kelch motif family protein
TPR Domain containing protein
NMD3 family protein

Table 2: Genes Investigated in Bio 3492 Spring 2012.
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Process or Function
RNA binding
Cell Cycle
Signaling
Transmembrane Transport
Autophagy
Signaling
Chromatin
DNA Damage repair
Signaling
DNA metabolism
cytoskeletal protein/actin binding
TXN co-rep
nonsense mediated decay

Figure 4: Localization of Ftt13. A) Localization of Ftt13 in vegetatively growing Tetrahymena.
B) Localization of Ftt13 in conjugating Tetrahymena. C) Colocalization of Ftt13, green, and
TetB, red, in conjugating Tetrahymena demonstrates Ftt13 extends further into the cytoplasm
than TetB. D) Colocalization of Ftt13, green, and Cit1, red, shows that these proteins do not
colocalize.
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Figure 5: Localization of Ntt1 During Conjugation. Ntt1 accumulates at the nuclear
membrane of parental macronuclei during conjugation. White arrows point to parental
macronuclei. DIC, Differential Interference Contrast; Ntt1, Ntt1-YFP
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Figure 6: Dynamic Localization of CkIIβ During Conjugation. Cells expressing CkIIβ-YFP
were visualized during conjugation. A/B) CkIIβ localizes to the cytoplasm during conjugation (8
to 10 hr) C) Late in conjugation after pair separation (13 to 15 hr) CkIIβ accumulates in subnuclear foci in the developing macronucleus. Nuclei and cytoplasm are labeled. UV light
indicates YFP fluorescence images and White light indicates differential interference contrast
images. Figure was made by Rahul Bhansali, a student in Bio 3492.
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Figure 7: ClustalW Alignment of Hpl4 and Hpl5 Chromodomains Shows a High Degree of
Similarity. Degree of conservation is indicated under each set of aligned residues. Asterisk
indicates identical match, colon indicates highly similar residues, and period indicates somewhat
similar residues.
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Figure 8: Hpl1 colocalizes with Pdd1 in DNA elimination foci. Cells expressing Hpl1-YFP
were mating with cells expressing Pdd1-CFP and visualized late in conjugation (14 hr). These
proteins completely overlap at this stage. The Hpl1 and Pdd1 panels are slightly zoomed in
relative to the DIC panel. DIC, Differential Interference Contrast. Figure made by Cara
Schornak.

Figure 9: Hpl4 Forms into Sub-Nuclear Foci While Hpl5 Remains Diffuse. Cells expressing
either Hpl4-YFP or Hpl5-YFP were visualized late in conjugation (14 hr). DIC, Differential
Interference Contrast. Figure made by Cara Schornak.
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Figure 10: Hpl6 Localizes to the Vegetative and Parental Macronuclei. A) Cells expressing
Hpl6-YFP were visualized during vegetative growth. B) Cells expressing Hpl6-YFP were
visualized during conjugation (9 hr). Expression can be detected in both the developing and
parental macronuclei, but is stronger in the latter. DIC, Differential Interference Contrast.
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Chapter 4
INVESTIGATION OF THE ROLE OF HPL2 IN TETRAHYMENA MACRONUCLEAR
DEVELOPMENT
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Introduction: Investigating the Role of Hpl2 in DNA Rearrangement
Despite their conserved structure, HP1s have diverse functions in the eukaryotic nucleus.
This is evidenced by the varying localization patterns exhibited by Drosophila HP1s; HP1a and
HP1b accumulate primarily in heterochromatin, while HP1c accumulates primarily in
euchromatin. Even HP1a and HP1b show distinct localization patterns on heterochromatin
suggesting they function at different loci (Kwon & Workman, 2011). Drosophila has two tissue
specific HP1s, HP1d/rhino and HP1e, the former of which is involved in silencing transposons in
the germline (Klattenhoff et al., 2009). Mammals possess multiple HP1s with varying functions
as well, which have evolved independently of Drosophila HP1s (Vermaak, Henikoff, & Malik,
2005). One such HP1 homologue, M-Phase Phosphoprotein 8 (MPP8), plays a key
developmental role by mediating silencing of E-cadherin through its ability to bind H3K9me3
helping to promote an epithelial to mesenchymal switch (Kokura, Sun, Bedford, & Fang, 2010;
Li et al., 2011). Thus, HP1s conduct many diverse functions within a cell. Further study of HP1
homologues provides an opportunity to explore more of these diverse functions.

In Chapter 3, I described our efforts to localize various HP1-like proteins. The major goal of this
work was to identify proteins that were likely candidates to be involved in DNA rearrangements.
We reasoned that HP1-like proteins were excellent candidates because IES removal requires the
formation of heterochromatin, a conserved function of HP1s, and that any observed localization
to sub-nuclear structures during macronuclear differentiation would reveal those worthy of
further study. We investigated six HP1-like proteins and identified three as strong candidates for
involvement in this process. Hpl1, Hpl2, and Hpl4 were all found to form into distinct sub105

nuclear foci late in conjugation. Co-localization with Pdd1 determined that these sub-nuclear foci
were DNA rearrangement foci. Thus, we decided further investigation of these proteins was
warranted.

While investigation of all three proteins would have been ideal, we decided that focusing on a
single Hpl would be the best use of our resources. Thus, we decided at this point to focus our
efforts on Hpl2. We proceeded with Hpl2 for multiple reasons. 1) Unlike Hpl4, Hpl2 contains a
CSD and thus more closely resembles HP1s found in other systems. 2) Hpl2 contains an
additional divergent CD making it similar to Pdd1 and increasing the likelihood it is involved in
DNA rearrangement. 3) The first CD of Hpl2 strongly resembles the CD of mammalian HP1-like
protein MPP8 which has been shown to bind H3K9me3 and study of Hpl2’s role in DNA
rearrangement could yield insight into the function of MPP8 (Fig 1).

Results
Hpl2 Colocalizes with Pdd1, but occupies a Larger Zone Late in Conjugation
We first sought to further characterize the localization pattern of Hpl2 throughout conjugation to
gain insight into its role. For reference, we mated our Hpl2-mCherry lines to lines expressing
endogenous Pdd1-CFP (Schwope & Chalker, 2014.). We first detected expression of both
proteins in the parental macronucleus before developing macronuclei emerged (Fig. 2A). Early
in developing macronuclei, both proteins colocalize extensively and appear relatively diffuse
(Fig. 2B). Hpl2 is present first in small and then large DNA elimination foci that appear as
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conjugation proceeds (Fig. 2C,D). However, very late into conjugation Hpl2 occupies a larger
zone then Pdd1. This resembles the localization of Lia4 late in conjugation (Fig. 2E). This
localization pattern could be indicative of two things: 1) at this stage Hpl2 occupies an exterior
position in these foci or 2) that its association with IES chromatin has a higher off-rate than Pdd1
making its pattern seem more diffuse.

HPL2 is Required to Produce Viable Progeny
To determine if Hpl2 was required for completion of conjugation we engineered strains in which
Hpl2 was deleted from both the micro- and macronucleus. We conducted biolistic transformation
of conjugating Tetrahymena (described in Chapter 2) to replace the HPL2 ORF with NEO4, an
antibiotic resistance marker. This generated strains that are heterozygous knockout in both the
micro- and macronucleus. These heterozygous knockout strains were mated to one another and
their progeny were screened by PCR to identify those lacking all intact HPL2 copies. Two
putative ∆HPL2 strains were recovered in which no WT copies of HPL2 could be detected (data
not shown). To confirm that these strains lack HPL2 expression, we conducted RT-PCR using
primers complementary to a region of the HPL2 ORF. HPL2 expression in WT cells was
detected in RNA isolated from conjugating cells, but not growing or starved cells (Fig. 3), which
is consistent with the reported HPL2 expression profile from microarray analysis and confirmed
that our primers detect Hpl2 mRNA (Xiong et al., 2011). We were unable to detect HPL2 mRNA
in ∆HPL2 cells at any life-cycle stage (Fig. 3) indicating that these strains are full HPL2
knockouts. Control PCR using primers complementary to the HHP1 ORF, a constitutively
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expressed HP1 homolog, further supports our conclusion that loss of expression was HPL2
specific (Fig. 3).

To determine if Hpl2 is required for completion of conjugation, these ∆HPL2 strains were
crossed and individual pairs of mating cells were isolated into growth medium to assess their
viability after conjugation. No viable cells were obtained from these mutant crosses indicating
that Hpl2 is essential for successful completion of sexual development and the production of
viable progeny (data not shown). Nevertheless, when we monitored progression through
conjugation by visualizing nuclear morphology after staining DNA with DAPI, we observed that
∆HPL2 cells progressed through each characteristic stage at a rate comparable to WT cells. In
addition, we found no indication that ∆HPL2 cells arrested before completing development. This
result is of marked contrast to those obtained when monitoring mutants in the DNA
rearrangement pathway which arrest at the 2 mac, 2 mic stage late in conjugation (Coyne,
Nikiforov, Smothers, Allis, & Yao, 1999; Liu et al., 2007; Malone, Anderson, Motl, Rexer, &
Chalker, 2005; Mochizuki, Fine, Fujisawa, & Gorovsky, 2002; Rexer & Chalker, 2007; Shieh &
Chalker, 2013). Therefore, Hpl2 is required for a developmental process that does not trigger an
arrest or for the transition of mating cells back to vegetative growth.

HPL2 is Dispensable for DNA Rearrangement
We had originally hypothesized that Hpl2 was involved in IES excision due to its identity as an
HP1-like protein, its robust expression limited to conjugation, and its localization to DNA
elimination foci. To test this possibility, we mated ∆HPL2 cells and monitored IES excision of
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four separate loci. We collected genomic DNA from WT or mutant cells 28 hours after initiation
of conjugation, when all DNA rearrangements should be long completed, and used it as template
for PCR with primers flanking these IESs to provide a semi-quantitative measure of
rearrangement. We found no evidence of failed rearrangement as the relative intensity of the
bands that derive from amplification of unrearranged IESs in ∆HPL2 samples was comparable to
that in WT samples and considerably lower than the levels detected in ∆LIA1 samples (Fig. 4).
These results indicate that Hpl2 is dispensable for DNA rearrangement.

HPL2 is Dispensable for Accumulation H3K9me2 and H3K27me3 Chromatin Marks
Even though Hpl2 is not required for DNA rearrangement, we wanted to determine whether
histone modifications that normally accumulate during conjugation were properly established in
the developing macronucleus. Mutation of Tetrahymena Jmj1, an H3K27me3 demethylase
homologue, causes an over-accumulation of H3K27me3 in the developing macronucleus; yet
these mutant cells show no terminal arrest phenotype and IES excision is only mildly perturbed
(Chung & Yao, 2012). Thus we reasoned that mutation of an HP1-like protein should produce
the opposite effect, which would suggest that ∆HPL2 cells would under-accumulate histone
methylation either because it is not being established or properly maintained.

To investigate this possibility, we collected mating WT and ∆HPL2 cells nine hours into
conjugation and monitored levels of H3K9me2 or H3K27me3 by using immunofluorescence.
We found that WT and ∆HPL2 cells both contained similar levels of H3K9me2 and H3K27me3
in their developing macronuclei indicating that loss of Hpl2 does not significantly affect these
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acquistion of these chromatin marks (Fig. 5). However, the possibility remains that these marks
are not deposited at the proper sites in the genome. Further experimentation is necessary to
investigate this possibility.

Hpl2 Localization is Diffuse in Late-acting DNA Rearrangement Mutants
The observation that Hpl2 forms into DNA elimination foci suggests that its localization is
dependent on the DNA rearrangement machinery; however, our other results appear to show that
this protein has no essential role in the DNA rearrangement process. To determine whether its
localization is dependent upon the components required for DNA elimination, we transformed
our Hpl2-mCherry endogenously expressed construct into mutant strains defective in IES
excision and followed Hpl2 localization. First, we localized Hpl2 in ∆LIA4 and ∆LIA5 strains.
We found that Hpl2 had a diffuse localization in ∆LIA5 strains (data not shown) presumably
because these strains fail to form DNA elimination foci (Shieh & Chalker, 2013). We obtained
similar results with ∆LIA4 strains (Fig. 6). Despite the result that Hpl2 is dispensable for IES
excision, its subnuclear localization depends on the formation of DNA elimination foci.

Hpl2 Likely Binds the H3K27me3 Chromatin Mark
We localized Hpl2 in early-acting mutants in the DNA rearrangement pathway to try to gain
further insight into its relationship with the pathway. These mutants include ∆EZL1, ∆TWI1, and
∆DCL1. When Pdd1 is localized in these mutant strains, it forms into abnormal early foci
presumably because H3K9me3 either fails to be established or is targeted improperly (Chalker,
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2008; Liu et al., 2007; Liu, Mochizuki, & Gorovsky, 2004; Malone et al., 2005; Chalker,
unpublished results). When we localized Hpl2 in these strains, we found that it also accumulated
in abnormal, early foci (data not shown). We also found that Hpl2 formed abnormal early foci in
∆LIA1 strains, indicating that either histone methylation or its recognition is perturbed in these
strains (Fig 7). The abnormal foci formed in ∆DCL1 contain H3K27me3 chromatin marks
(Greenstein, unpublished results). Thus it is likely that this mark is directing Pdd1, which has
been shown to bind H3K27me3 in vitro, to this region. It is also likely that this mark is bound by
Hpl2 helping to direct it to the region. Alternatively, Hpl2 may be binding other histone methyl
marks or even methylated non-histone proteins using its CD. Another possibility is that the CSD
of Hpl2 binds something present in these abnormal foci and directs its localization. Regardless,
Hpl2 binding directly or indirectly to genomic regions enriched in H3K27me3 is the most likely
explanation for its localization to these foci.

Discussion
In this chapter, we described our efforts to characterize the function of Hpl2 during Tetrahymena
conjugation. We had originally hypothesized that Hpl2 would be involved in DNA
rearrangement due to its timing of expression, localization pattern, and identity as an HP1-like
protein. However, ∆HPL2 strains show no IES excision defects. Additionally, H3K9me2 and
H3K27me3 marks are established in ∆HPL2 strains indicating it is dispensable for this process.
Thus our mutant data indicate that Hpl2 does not play a critical role in the process of DNA
rearrangement. Instead, it likely plays a role in another process critical for cell viability during
conjugation.
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It is puzzling that the localization of Hpl2 is affected when followed in mutants defective in
DNA rearrangement. Late-acting mutants such as ∆LIA4 and ∆LIA5 which fail to form DNA
elimination foci prevent its subnuclear localization, providing further evidence that it is a
component of DNA elimination foci. Early-acting mutants that affect RNAi-directed histone
methylation cause Hpl2 to form early abnormal foci indicating that proper deposition of these
marks is critical to proper Hpl2 localization. Thus it seems that the role of Hpl2 depends on the
progression of the DNA rearrangement pathway, yet it is not critical for its execution.

Further experimentation is required to examine the role of Hpl2 during conjugation. Our results
identify it as a critical factor for production of viable progeny, but we have been unsuccessful in
determining the process in which it is involved. Its localization to abnormal early foci in earlyacting IES excision mutants suggests it may bind H3K27me3. Directly measuring the binding
affinity of Hpl2 to methylated histones would provide important insight into this possibility.
Elucidating both its role as well as the role of other HP1-like proteins in conjugation could
provide crucial understand to the role HP1-like proteins play in developmental processes. The
multiple HP1s present in Tetrahymena make it an excellent system to study the diverse functions
of HP1s. My data provide a glimpse into the diversity of HP1 function in Tetrahymena by
demonstrating differing accumulation patterns among these various homologues. Their further
characterization will likely yield valuable insight into how HP1s can evolve to contribute to
important biological processes.
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Figure 1: ClustalW Alignment of the Hpl2 and MPP8 CDs. Degree of conservation is
indicated under each set of aligned residues. Asterisk indicates identical match, colon indicates
highly similar residues, and period indicates somewhat similar residues.
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Figure 2: Hpl2 Colocalizes with Pdd1, but occupies a Larger Zone Late in Conjugation.
Cells expressing Hpl2-mCherry were mated to cells expressing Pdd1-CFP and visualized
throughout conjugation. A) Both Hpl2 and Pdd1 are expressed early in conjugation (5 hr) and
localize to the parental macronuclei. B) Both Hpl2 and Pdd1 localize diffusely to developing
macronuclei after its emergence (9 hr). C) Hpl2 and Pdd1 colocalize in small DNA elimination
foci that appear late in conjugation (13-14 hr). D) Hpl2 and Pdd1 colocalize in large DNA
elimination foci that appear late in conjugation (14-15 hr). E) Hpl2 occupies a larger zone then
Pdd1 very late in conjugation (>15 hr).
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Figure 3: RT-PCR to confirm lack of HPL2 expresson in ∆HPL2 lines. Total RNA from
vegatatively growing, starving, or conjugating (at 3h, 6h, 9h, or 12h post-mixing) ∆HPL2 and
WT lines was collected. It was converted to cDNA and used as a template for PCR with primers
that amplify either LIA4 or HHP1 (a positive control). Reverse transcriptase (RT) is omitted
from a set of reactions to control for DNA contamination.
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Figure 4: ∆HPL2 lines rearrange IESs. DNA rearrangement was monitored at four separate
loci (M, B, C, and D). Genomic DNA was collected from WT, ∆HPL2, and ∆LIA1 matings at
28h post-mixing and used as a template for PCR. Primers spanning the IESs are used and the
diagrams at the bottom show the predicted sizes if IES rearrangement has failed (labeled U to the
right of the diagram) or not (labeled R) at these loci. Bands indicating a failure of DNA
rearrangement are labeled U for unrearranged or R for rearranged to the right of the gel.
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Figure 5: HPL2 is not required for the establishment of H3K9me2 and H3K27me3 in the
developing macronucleus. Immunofluorescence staining of H3K9me2 and H3K27me3 levels
in WT and ∆HPL2 lines at 9 h post-mixing. The left panels show DAPI counterstaining of the
developing nuclei. The right panels show immunofluoresence images from H3K9me2 and
H3K27me3 staining.
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Figure 6: Hpl2 localization is diffuse in ∆LIA4 cells. ∆LIA4 cells expressing Hpl2-mCherry
were mating and visualized late during conjugation (15 hr). Hpl2 remains diffuse in the
developing macronuclei. DIC, differential interference contrast.

Figure 7: Hpl2 accumulates in abnormal foci in ∆LIA1 cells. ∆LIA1 cells expressing Hpl2mCherry were mating and visualized during conjugation (9 hr). Hpl2 accumulates in abnormal
foci that form in the developing macronuclei. DIC, differential interference contrast.
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Chapter 5
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
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When I began this thesis, I sought to uncover the role of factors involved specifically in
Tetrahymena DNA rearrangement. The link between RNAi and heterochromatin formation had
been established through work in Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Volpe et al., 2002) and
Tetrahymena (Mochizuki, Fine, Fujisawa, & Gorovsky, 2002) and data showing a physical
interaction between critical components of these processes had emerged from Drosophila
(Brower-Toland et al., 2007) suggesting it was a highly conserved process. The ability to
manipulate the Tetrahymena genome using homologous recombination, the recently completed
and annotated macronuclear genome sequence, an extensive list of candidate genes worthy of
investigation, and the availability of many useful tools and techniques suggested Tetrahymena
would be an excellent system to further investigate this link. In addition, its short doubling time
and the ability to follow its entire sexual development in a single day facilitates rapid completion
of experimental aims and allows for quick turnover of hypotheses making it a competitive
system to conduct cutting edge research. Thus, I chose to conduct my thesis research using
Tetrahymena as my model organism.

Prior to this dissertation, many of the key factors necessary for DNA rearrangement had been
identified. It had been shown that bi-directional transcription of IESs in the micronucleus
generates dsRNAs (Chalker & Yao, 2001) that are processed by Dcl1 to generate scnRNAs that
serve as critical guides (Malone, Anderson, Motl, Rexer, & Chalker, 2005; Mochizuki &
Gorovsky, 2005). These scnRNAs are bound by Twi1 (Mochizuki et al., 2002) and transported
first to the parental macronucleus where scnRNAs homologous to IES are selected for (Chalker
& Yao, 2001) and then to the developing macronucleus where they guide the deposition of
H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 onto IES chromatin by Ezl1 (Liu et al., 2007). Pdd1 recognizes these
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chromatin marks and directs the nuclear reorganization of these sequences into subnuclear DNA
elimination foci (Liu et al., 2007; Madireddi et al., 1996). Concurrent with this dissertation,
TPB2 was identified as the transposase responsible for conducting the excision of IESs (Cheng,
Vogt, Mochizuki, & Yao, 2010) and the Non-Homologous End Joining Machinery was shown to
be required to repair the double-strand breaks generated by excising IESs from the somatic
genome (Lin, Chao, & Yao, 2012). However an important question remained that I sought to
answer: what factors are important for the formation of heterochromatic DNA elimination foci?
Identification of these factors could help reveal conserved factors necessary for the de novo
formation of heterochromatin in all eukaryotes.

Prior to my thesis research, the LIA genes had been identified by a cytological GFP-based screen
as strong candidates for involvement in DNA rearrangement. They are all expressed exclusively
during conjugation and accumulate in the developing macronucleus suggesting they may be
involved in the latter stages of the DNA rearrangement pathway (Yao et al., 2007). Thus, I
decided to investigate Lia4 as a potential factor involved in DNA rearrangement. When I began,
no conserved domains had yet been identified in Lia4, but a more extensive comparison of Lia4
with other Tetrahymena proteins revealed the presence of a chromoshadow domain (CSD)
(Chapter 2). CSDs are dimerization domains present in HP1 homologues important for the
structure of higher order chromatin. Thus, its presence suggested a role for Lia4 in establishing
higher order chromatin.
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Subsequent deletion of Lia4 allowed us to determine that Lia4 was required for completion of
conjugation. We found it was required for IES excision, yet dispensable for deposition of histone
methyl mark allowing it to place its function between these two steps in the IES excision
pathway. We also determined that Lia4 was both a constituent of and required for formation of
DNA elimination foci suggesting it serves a critical role in the formation of these
heterochromatic structures (Chapter 2). However, it has proven difficult to determine what the
mechanistic role for Lia4 is during DNA rearrangement because the relationship between DNA
elimination foci formation and IES excision is poorly understood. It is unclear whether the
organization of IES DNA into elimination foci facilitates their excision or, alternatively, whether
the excision precipitates their formation. Thus, without this knowledge we cannot exclude the
possibility that Lia4 directly participates in IES excision. Regardless, the presence of the CSD in
Lia4 causes me to favor the hypothesis that it is involved in the assembly higher-order
heterochromatin structure at IES loci prior to their excision. To investigate this possibility, future
studies on Lia4 should focus on identifying Lia4 binding partners. Tandem affinity purification
of Lia4 complexes followed by mass spectrometry identification of binding partners would
determine which proteins Lia4 interacts with and provide insight into Lia4’s mechanistic role
based on the identity of these proteins. Alternatively, candidate genes could be investigated by
attempting to co-immunoprecipitate them with Lia4. One strong candidate is TtBrg1, a putative
chromatin remodeler required for completion of conjugation and formation of DNA elimination
foci (Fillingham et al., 2006). It would be informative to determine if they depend on each other
for function as well and could provide insight into the mechanistic role of Lia4 in DNA
rearrangement.
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Another useful experimental aim would be to determine if the CSD of Lia4 served as a
dimerization domain similar to other CSDs. This could be done fairly simply either in vitro or in
vivo, though the in vivo approach may be the simpler of the two paths. Two separate lines
expressing Lia4 with different epitope tags would be mated and a co-immunoprecipitation
conducted. The cells would share cytoplasm, thus both tagged forms of Lia4 would be found in
each cell. If Lia4 dimerizes, immunoprecipitation using one of the tags would pull down the Lia4
with the other tag. However, this could be because they are present in a larger complex rather
than directly associated. To test their direct association, tagged proteins would need to be
purified and an in vitro binding assay would be conducted. If Lia4 were found to dimerize, it
would be useful to determine if residues in the putative CSD were required for dimer formation.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Lia4 contains two conserved residues in its CSD required for
dimerization in HP1β. These residues could be mutated and Lia4 binding efficiency determined.
These same mutations could be made in rescue vectors as well to determine their importance for
Lia4’s function during conjugation. Rescue efficiency could be compared between WT and
CSD-mutant vectors transformed into Lia4 knockouts. Lack of rescue for the CSD-mutant
vectors would indicate a critical role for the mutated residues in the function of Lia4 during
conjugation. Unfortunately, rescue of Lia4 knockouts using WT vectors transformed into
macronuclei has been sporadic, thus this experiment has been technically challenging.

While studying Lia4, I became interested in investigating other proteins that could serve as
critical components of DNA rearrangement foci. I examined genes with similar expression
patterns to LIA4 and identified two HP1 homologues, Hpl1 and Hpl2, and two chromodomain
(CD) proteins, Hpl4 and Hpl5 (Xiong et al., 2011). H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 chromatin marks
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are placed on IESs before they are organized in DNA elimination structures (Liu et al., 2007;
Liu, Mochizuki, & Gorovsky, 2004), thus proteins with CDs are likely to accumulate there
suggesting they are excellent candidates to be components of these structures. When their
localization was examined; Hpl1, Hpl2, and Hpl4 were found to accumulate in DNA
rearrangement foci. Despite its similarity to Hpl4, we found that Hpl5 did not form into DNA
elimination foci, but rather remained diffuse in the developing macronucleus. Two other HP1s
were localized as well, Hpl6 and Hpl7, and found to accumulate in the vegetative/parental
macronucleus and micronucleus respectively (Chapter 3). We decided to focus our resources on
the genetic analysis of one of these HP1 homologues, Hpl2, to investigate its potential role in
DNA rearrangement.

We created Hpl2 deletion lines and found that these cells did not produce viable progeny.
However, these cells completed IES excision, indicating Hpl2 was dispensable for this process.
The deposition of histone methylation was not affected in these mutants either indicating that
deletion of Hpl2 does not affect these processes in the DNA rearrangement pathway. However,
Hpl2 fails accumulate into DNA elimination foci when localized in DNA rearrangement
mutants. Additionally, its localization is altered in mutants that do not properly establish histone
methyl marks critical for IES excision. These data suggest Hpl2 is not required for progression of
the DNA rearrangement pathway yet its localization depends on proper execution of the
pathway. Its localization to abnormal, H3K27me3 dense structures formed in early acting IES
excision mutants suggests that it binds this mark (Chapter 4).
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Combined these data suggest an essential, non-IES excision role for Hpl2 during Tetrahymena
conjugation. Determining this role should be the major focus of future Hpl2 research. HP1s have
a conserved role in the repression of transcription, so it is possible that Hpl2 serves to repress
transcription during conjugation. Study of Jmj1, a H3K27me3 demethylase, has uncovered the
role of H3K27me3 in regulating developmental gene expression during Tetrahymena
conjugation. Jmj1 knockdown cells exhibit increased levels of H3K27me3 and subsequent
misregulation of many genes important for DNA rearrangement (Chung & Yao, 2012). One can
envision a role for Hpl2 in binding this epigenetic mark and helping to coordinate proper gene
expression in the developing macronucleus. Alternatively, Hpl2 could help to repress
transcription of IESs before their removal. Keeping these IESs silent to prevent their
mobilization could be of critical importance to ensuring genomic stability. These possibilities
could be investigated by RT-PCR using primers directed at developmentally expressed genes or
IESs. Altered levels compared with WT could indicate a role for Hpl2 in regulating transcription.

Other hypotheses for the function of Hpl2 can be constructed based upon its localization pattern.
Hpl2 localizes to the parental macronucleus for example, so perhaps it performs a key role in this
nucleus. The process by which scnRNAs are compared to the somatic genome from the previous
generation is poorly understood mechanistically. Hpl2 could perform a role in this process by
helping Twi1/scnRNA complexes recognize sequences in the old macronucleus, either by
helping these complexes bind chromatin or by causing transcription of these sequences providing
a transcript for the scnRNA to recognize and target the locus. This could assist removal of
scnRNAs homologous to sequences present in the parental macronucleus and prevent their
removal from the developing macronucleus. One could investigate this possibility by sequencing
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scnRNAs from ∆HPL2 and comparing them to WT scnRNA levels. Increased levels of scnRNAs
homologous to macronuclear sequences could suggest a defect in this process. Alternatively one
could conduct Chromatin Immuno-Precipitation (ChIP) to determine if non-IES sequences in the
developing macronucleus were enriched for the H3K9me3 chromatin mark in ∆HPL2 cells.
Increased enrichment of this mark on non-IES sequences could indicate a failure to properly
target the DNA rearrangement machinery.

Another hypothesis is that Hpl2 is involved in IES excision, but is functionally redundant with
either Hpl1 or Hpl4. One could investigate this possibility by constructing individual double
mutant strains in which both Hpl2 and each of the genes were disrupted and monitoring IES
excision. Regardless of this outcome, further investigation of Hpl1 and Hpl4 could yield valuable
information about the varying roles of HP1s in Tetrahymena macronuclear development. In fact,
the study of HP1 homologues Tetrahymena represents an excellent opportunity to investigate the
functions of specialized HP1s. Investigation of HP1 homologues in Tetrahymena has already
revealed specialized roles for Pdd1 and Hhp1. Pdd1 performs a specialized role directing the
excision of IESs (Coyne, Nikiforov, Smothers, Allis, & Yao, 1999; Liu et al., 2007; Madireddi et
al., 1996) and Hhp1 plays a critical role in the starvation response by facilitating starvationspecific gene expression and compacting the macronucleus (Huang, Smothers, Wiley, & Allis,
1999).

Identification of the chromatin marks bound by the various Tetrahymena HP1 homologues could
provide clues to their function. Binding assays using either purified full length Hpls or their
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chromodomains could help to address this aim. This approach was taken to investigate Pdd1
binding to H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 chromatin marks (Liu et al., 2007). The availability
modified histone peptide arrays (Active Motif, Carlsbad, CA) would allow one to determine
which chromatin mark or combinations of marks were bound by Hpls.

Further genetic studies could investigate the role of Hpls in the different aspects of the
Tetrahymena life cycle as well. Based on their localization patterns, one can hypothesize the life
cycle in which each Hpl will be involved. Hpl1, Hpl4, and Hpl5 likely all participate in
macronuclear development due to specific accumulation in developing macronuclei. One could
investigate their requirement for completion of conjugation to verify this hypothesis. Hpl6 likely
participates in vegetative growth due to its accumulation in the vegetative macronucleus. One
could attempt to engineer full macronuclear knockouts to investigate this possibility. Hpl7
accumulates in micronuclei suggesting its function is performed is restricted to this nucleus,
although it localization to developing macronuclei suggests it may play a role in macronuclear
development as well.

The work described in this thesis has improved our understanding of Tetrahymena DNA
rearrangement by identifying additional components of heterochromatic DNA elimination foci.
By demonstrating that Lia4 is both a component of DNA elimination structures and required for
their formation, we have uncovered what is likely a conserved role for non-HP1, CSD proteins
in the de novo formation of higher order heterochromatin. Investigation of proteins similar to
Lia4 in other eukaryotes will help to investigate this possibility. Additionally, the identification
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of Hpl1, Hpl2, and Hpl4 as components of DNA elimination structures has substantially
increased the number of factors known to be present in these heterochromatic foci. We have
shown that Hpl2 is essential to progeny production, but have not yet ascertained its role in
Tetrahymena macronuclear development. However, demonstrating that it is dispensable for IES
excision represents an important discovery because it suggests that components of DNA
elimination foci act in other processes critical for macronuclear development. Future
investigations of Hpl1, Hpl2, and Hpl4 should be aimed at determining their role in
macronuclear development and have the potential to yield valuable information about the de
novo formation of higher order heterochromatin structure.
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